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The world of condominiums is full of
stories of dysfunction and problems.
Everyone has a horror story to tell about
things that have gone wrong. Financial
woes, internal turmoil and negative behaviours may make for a good story, but
I can’t convince myself that they should
be the first thing we think about when
we think about condos.
We need to make sure that we give more
air-time to the great stories: the amazing condos where diligent boards, property managers and community residents
work together to create a community
that people love to come home to.
I visited a building this morning that I
would be proud to call home. Decentsized units, pleasant architecture and setting, excellent facilities and a well-tended
building; in great condition despite being
forty years old. Energy-saving initiatives
have kept fees manageable. A recent nosmoking bylaw has solved longstanding
odour transfer complaints. The board
has their eye on the market-value of the
units in the building. But more than
that, every resident I met in an elevator
greeted me, was interested in what I was

Similarly, the staff members were impressive. I heard a story from a building
operator about how he collects unwanted
liquor bottles and donates the money to
local charities in the immediate neighbourhood. The board president was surprised to hear this story – obviously, no
one was bragging about it, just quietly
going about their business, doing the
sorts of things that build goodwill and a
strong community.
I encourage board directors who are in
these well-functioning buildings to step
forward and share their stories. Apply for
our Condo of the Year award. Or participate in our CondoSTRENGH program
which provides a platform for directors
to meet with other directors and share
ideas. Many directors come to CondoSTRENGTH sessions with challenges
they are facing and would benefit greatly
from the experience of other directors
who can share positive experiences.
Let’s try to focus on the positive and
work together to highlight our amazing
condominium communities. And if your
community isn’t currently functioning
well, don’t give up – condos can work
remarkably well. CCI is here to help you
along the path.

Sally Thompson, M.Sc., P.Eng.
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I Think We’re Alone Now?
There is a theory that condominiums
with over a certain number of residents
never sleep; that is, 24 hours a day and
7 days a week, there is always activity
within them.
The reality of condominium living, especially in communities with residents
in the triple digits, is that many people
come together to co-exist. It only makes
sense, then, that different lifestyles, work
schedules and rituals give rise to different people keeping different hours. The
increasing emergence of 24 hour grocery
stores, fast food outlets and convenience
stores situated near condominiums only
further evidences this.
If continuous activity is expected, it may
seem to be a rare occurrence to find oneself
alone within a condominium community.
In such a circumstance, it may be tempting to consider a rule breach alike the
centuries’ old question as to whether a
tree falling in the forest makes a sound if
no one is around to hear it. Particularly
when it comes to “crimes of convenience”
- such as not bothering to pick up after
a pet or easily disposing of rubbish in a
manner that is not permitted - it can be
alluring to consider what the repercussions would be of a violation that cannot
be traced back to you.
Ask a property manager or security guard
challenged to determine the identity of
an unknown, continual troublemaker and
you will realize that many condominium
residents succumb to temptations of this
nature; hence, the growing emergence of
shame campaigns designed to deter bad
behaviour with threats of humiliation as

a consequence and promises of perpetual
monitoring… “I’m watching you, Wazowski. Always watching.”

Shame campaigns are designed
to deter bad behaviour with
threats of humiliation as a
consequence and promises
of perpetual monitoring ...
The other side of this coin are residents
who mistakenly assume that they are alone.
There are the “rookie mistakes” like
one stopping their car in the middle of
the driveway to unload groceries, only
to find themselves in the way of other
cars both coming and going as soon as
they step out of their vehicle or making a
quick trip to the garbage room while in
pajamas, only to be surprised to run into
a number of neighbours along the way.
Then, there are the innocent mishaps
such as forgetting that a security camera
is on you in an elevator with mirrors and
checking out how your rear end looks in
those jeans.
While much can be said for dancing like
no one’s watching and singing like nobody is listening, in the condominium
context, it can also be worth keeping
in mind that people can come out of nowhere, from any direction, and at any
time. Embrace the audience!

Marc Bhalla, BA, C.Med
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Airbnb
By Joy Mathews, BPHE (Kin), MA, JD,
Rutherford & Mathews, Barristers and Solicitors

COVER STORY

Airbnb’s
Kryptonite
The term “single-family use” is
going to be the most popular condo
term in 2017! Well, that is, if you
are part of the movement against
the use of Airbnb in condominiums

The Court: Single-Family Use Does
Not Equal Hotel-Type Use
The court in Ottawa-Carleton Standard
Condominium Corporation No. 961 v.
Menzies (2016) was asked to consider
whether the corporation’s declaration restricting use of the unit for the “purpose
of a single family dwelling” was inconsistent with short-term leasing.
In this case, the owners of the unit

entered into a lease agreement with a
company whose main purpose was to
provide short-term leases to tenants.
Guests of the unit were advised to be
“discreet about mentioning Airbnb to
anyone in the building and under no circumstances should [guests] ever leave
the keys with the concierge”. The board
of directors determined this use in the
building to be similar to the operation
of a hotel and decided that it was in the
best interest of the corporation to pass
a rule restricting the permitted length
of tenancies.
Instead of using the procedures found
in the Condominium Act, 1998 to oppose the passing of a proposed rule, the
owners opted to engage in a vicious and
litigious attack on the board, by first obtaining an interim injunction restraining
the corporation from enforcing the rule
against them or preventing their shortterm rental operation. The corporation

was successful in setting aside this decision, defended the owner’s application
and also brought a counter-claim against
the owners.
The corporation’s claim was to enforce
both the rule and its declaration provision which restricted the use of units to
be occupied “only for the purpose of a
single family dwelling”.
In addition to finding that the rule was
valid, the court also expanded the definition of “single family” a bit further by
stating that it “cannot be interpreted to
include one’s operation of a hotel like business”. The court concluded that shortterm leasing was prohibited both by the
corporation’s rule and the single-family
use restriction found in the declaration.
Although this is a very strong step forward towards controlling this type of use
in condominiums, unfortunately more is
needed.
CONDOVOICE SPRING 2017
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ILLUSTRATION BY JAMIE BENNET

The phenomena and momentum of
Airbnb use in condominiums may have
finally been obstructed by this simple
term which is commonly found in condominium declarations. Previous court
cases have successfully levied this term
to battle the rise of rooming houses in
condominiums and a recent decision has
added significant gravitas by extending
it to owners who engage in short-term
leasing through Airbnb or other social
hosting websites.

Municipal Regulation – the final death
blow or a delicate balancing act?
Airbnb is the Uber of condos. Although
courts are continually asked to intervene
(which has resulted in stretching definitions and fashioning decisions to conform
to the social reality of short-term leasing
within condos), without clear and specific
municipal regulations, condo boards are
left with enforcement tools which are illsuited for the job.
It is also important to note that condos

are not the only ones affected. Airbnb’s
net worth of approximately $20 billion is
also making a tangible impact in the hotel
market. Hotels are regulated, but Airbnb
short-term leasing is not.
The main issue here is that short-term leasing, using Airbnb and other social hosting
websites, are not directly referred to within
current zoning by-laws. Rooming houses,
on the other hand, have received significant
attention by the municipality and the discourse surrounding rooming houses has

found City counsellors and stakeholders debating the manifold of issues that arise from
their use in a building, including fire safety,
tenant protection and affordable housing.
As a result of this attention on rooming
houses, amended municipal zoning by-laws
have been drafted which both defines the
term and provides for limitations to its use
when permitted.
Akin to the era before rooming houses were
municipally regulated, the phenomena of
Airbnb has created a blurring of definitions
and permitted uses. For example, is a residential unit owner operating a commercial
business if they use it for repeated shortterm rentals? How often does one need to
rent on a short-term basis to be considered a
commercial enterprise? Should different insurance policies apply to those owners who
engage in such activity within a residential condominium? Or, more importantly,
should a residential condominium ever be
restricted from providing short-term rentals similar to hotel stays?
Although the City of Toronto is only beginning to look into this issue (with a detailed report expected to be delivered in
early 2017), some North American municipalities, such as San Francisco, have taken
proactive steps to regulate short-term
leasing. San Francisco requires owners
who engage in short-term leasing to obtain a $50.00 license and provide proof of
at least $500,000.00 in liability insurance.
Concluding Thoughts
At a deeper level, what is at play here is the
balancing of interests between collective
ownership and individual property rights.
Unfortunately, property definitions in law
are both slow to change and do so within a
social context. For example, it took decades,
if not centuries, for the lords in the Feudal
system to permit transfer of property to
heirs and blood lines rather than reverting
to the monarch. Although only created in
2008, Airbnb, and the other social hosting
websites following its model, are forcing the
law of property to catch-up. Municipal regulatory intervention is urgently required to
clarify and contain this issue; however, in
the interim, the courts have weighed in –
and, the first court case to tackle this issue
directly rendered a significant blow to shortterm leasing in condominium using Airbnb
and other social hosting websites. C V
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Shared Facilities
By Tania Haluk, BA, RCM
FirstService Residential

PART 1 OF A 3 PART SERIES

Shared Facilities
Agreements

They come with a variety of names
- shared agreement, shared facility
agreement, cost sharing agreement,
easement agreement, mutual use agreement, etc; whatever the agreement is
called, the purpose is the same, to define and set out the defined obligations,
boundaries and governance, including
associated costs, for areas used by multiple parties.
There’s no reason why we can’t all just
get along. However, when dealing with
shared facilities and cost sharing agreements, often one party feels unfairly
treated. This is likely because they are
not drafted by those who are required to
govern them. To add more fun or confusion, depending on how you approach
it, every agreement is different, just like
every condominium in Ontario is different in some way. It is important to understand what is covered (or not covered) in
your own agreement.

For board members, it’s important to
understand where the governance of the
shared facilities lies. There is usually
reference to a committee, which will be
outlined further in a by-law and there are
numerous structures of who represents
the committee and what their voting authority is. In new condominiums, there
is often a transfer date referred to which
allows the declarant to maintain control
until this date passes. Good governance
dictates that one member from each party
be defined as the shared committee representative for consistency; changing this
representative for each meeting would
slow down decisions and be a distraction
for the other committee members.
In newer condominiums, agreements are
often not completed until after registration has taken place, and while the developer is still controlling the declarant
board. The disclosure statement may only
consider a reference to the agreement,

stating that the actual agreement will
come later. These agreements, which become by-laws, are drafted by developers
with their lawyers and could be viewed
as one sided, with unfair cost sharing allocations. When the actual components
are not in place and the building is not
occupied, it is difficult to envision the use
and determine the cost of every component. The Act (Condominium Act, 1998)
protects the turnover board by allowing
for termination of the agreement within
12 months of turnover. The process is not
as simple as it sounds and consent by all
parties is still usually required.
In older condos, some agreements may
be perceived to be drafted as one sided
to the developer or owner of a commercial component, especially where costs
are minimal to one party and disproportionately high for the others. Some
agreements may contain cost sharing
for equipment and maintenance and, at
CONDOVOICE SPRING 2017
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There’s No Reason Why We Can’t All
Just Get Along. However, When
Dealing With Shared Facilities and
Cost Sharing Agreements, Often
One Party Feels Unfairly Treated

times, fail to account for the administration and controls and they lack dispute
remedies, which leaves costly litigation
as the only option. Traditionally, costs
were typically determined by number of
units or square footage proportions by
party, not by benefit or actual use.
There has been a movement to more
complex and sophisticated agreements as
condominiums are built with diverse use
intents - such as hotels, shared amenities,
retail, office, with freehold components
not subject to the same rules and regulations and fee based systems i.e. reserve
fund contributions. When the agreement
is drafted, the facilities are not always
completed and not being used and difficult to anticipate all areas to consider.
We are starting to see more defined and
thoughtful cost sharing agreements
becoming more itemized down to each
component and proportionate shares
of use for each item, instead of lumping
together as a whole. This creates more
complicated and additional administration; however, it also creates a balance
and fair distribution of costs, where all
parties agree that the terms are reasonable. One of the easiest ways to see the
defined areas for each party are on site
plans with boundaries clearly marked.
Boundaries - understanding what’s yours,
what’s theirs and where the in-between

10
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Boundaries -

understanding what’s
yours, what’s theirs
and where the inbetween and shared
areas are; this is
more complicated
than it sounds
and shared areas are; this is more complicated than it sounds. A typical example
involves two parties having equipment
on the roof; percentages of ownership are
clear depending on which piece of equipment serves which area. Consider this,
how is access gained to the equipment,
who uses the elevators and corridors and
the utilities for the space? Metering is
another huge issue if not enough check
meters are installed or if they are not in

the proper place. We found a party who
was overpaying hydro because the check
meter was in the wrong place and double
counting the consumption - it was easy
to find the problem, as the billing did
not make sense as compared to the sister
building. Finding the solution, however,
was trickier as it involved getting the engineer involved to assist and pinpoint the
specific area to provide a solution.
Here are a few typical areas to recognize
if the committee has agreed to renegotiate a shared agreement (some to avoid,
some to be mindful of):
- delving into minutia; for example, elevator use - is there a dedicated cab?,
access controls etc; it could send the
wrong message to resident owners
with respect to their own maintenance fees; i.e. I don’t use the pool, so
I shouldn’t pay for it or I live on the
ground floor and don’t even use the
elevator; be mindful of what makes
sense and can be easily explained
- forgetting the purpose of being a good
board member - representing the best
interest of the community and not allowing emotions or personal experiences with other parties at the table
to influence your decisions
- recognizing everyone at the table has
a different interest; business (commercial) vs home (residential); decide what

is most important for your community
- making decisions - are voting rights
clear? Is voting unanimous or majority based? Can the committee make
binding decisions or does it need to go
back to the individual boards?
Most Arguments are About Unfair
Cost Allocations
Unfortunately, there is no set standard or
template. Some agreements are written
well and some are vague. For condominiums with complicated shared areas, it
would be difficult for a purchaser to make
an informed decision and appreciate how
these areas are governed.
It’s not all bad news, here’s an example
of where a shared agreement works well.
The common areas are shared by a hotel
condo, a freehold restaurant, and 2 residential condos. Over time, there has been
a consistent representative from each party and they work together for a common
goal. It works well due to a number of
thoughtful considerations, such as good
governance of both residential boards, a
long standing relationship built on trust
with the developer and a mandate to do
what is right and fair.
Then, there are other times where a
shared facility situation can tear a community apart. Consider a group of residential condos with a shared recreation

centre - all have their own boards. Group
One worked together and ended up amalgamating to ensure future good governance and consistency for maintaining
property values; of secondary importance was the ability for some administrative cost savings (audit and management
fees). The boards saw an opportunity to
work together for the greater good, despite some of them having to give up their
long term board positions. Group Two
had divisive boards where each wanted
controlling interest, which was not permitted by the governing documents;
frequent board changes prevented either
consistency or a clear vision; decisions
were based on their condo ‘winning’.
Constant disagreements meant incurring legal costs to settle petty disputes
and a disruptive community where gossip
snowballed at annual general meetings.
Top 5 tips for successful shared agreement committees:
1. consider the vision and intent for the
entire complex; do not be one sided
when making decisions; have a balance of decision makers
2. make impartial, not emotional decisions; personal biases or relationships
should never be a factor; if you didn’t
live there, what would you advise?
3. involve external support for the best
use of resources - your engineer, law-

yer or a mediator can be invaluable
before things get out of hand and end
up costing more to resolve
4. appreciate the balance of working
with peoples’ homes and businesses
5. solicit feedback from parties working
within the governance of the agreement
6. read and understand the agreement
Understanding shared agreements is
becoming a specialized area of expertise for condominium managers where
the complexities of the agreements and
how to develop a working relationship
with all parties become an integral part
of success.
Knowing when to involve the corporation’s solicitor for consultation or redrafting by-laws or involving a mediator to
facilitate addressing a dispute between
parties will be covered in the next 2 parts
of this series. Communities and their
binding agreements are here for a long
time, people are not. Managing relationships is key to having a successful shared
facilities community.
My final thought on shared agreements is
that they should be seen as a partnership
and equitable for all parties; if each gives
a little, it should be considered reasonable. Most importantly, be excellent to
each other. C V
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Property Management
By Dean McCabe
RCM, AIHM, ACCI
ACMO, Director & Chair of Government Relations Committee

Condominium Manager
Licensing is Coming to Ontario!
The Ontario Government Has Announced That the Top Priority in the Ongoing Review of the
Condominium Act Was the Call to Regulate the Profession of Condominium Managers

In May of 2014, the Ontario Government
announced that the top priority in the
ongoing review of the Condominium Act
was the call to regulate the profession of
Condominium Managers. This announcement was applauded by the Association
of Condominium Managers of Ontario
(ACMO), which had long been advocating for mandated professionalism and increased consumer protection.
The introduction of the Protecting Condominium Owners Act, 2015 moved that
promise one step closer to reality in the
Condominium Management Service Act
(CMSA) and, most recently, the public
posting of the first set of regulations for
the CMSA. We are now months away from
the single biggest change in the condominium sector since the turn of the century
– a licensed Condominium Manager (CM)
profession with mandatory education,
mandatory experience requirements and a
regulatory oversight body with the power
to enforce professional conduct standards
for every practicing CM in Ontario!
The Condominium Management Regulatory Authority of Ontario (CMRAO) was
created late last year and is preparing to de-

liver the standards set out in the first phase
of the regulations for the CMSA. Those
regulations focus on the creations of the different types of licences that will be issued
and the educational requirements necessary to qualify for those licences.
General Licence – Those individuals who have successfully completed the
ACMO courses in Condominium Law,
Physical Building Management, Financial Planning for Condominium Managers and Condominium Administration
and Human Relations as of the date that
the regulations come into force, (including
all those who hold the Registered Condominium Manager (RCM) designation
given by ACMO); or,
Those individuals who have not successfully completed the 4 ACMO courses but
have at least 2 years’ experience working
as a condominium manager. These General Licensees will have a period of three
years to successfully complete the ACMO
courses in Condominium Law, Physical
Building Management, Financial Planning for Condominium Managers and
Condominium Administration and Human Relations

Limited Licence – Those that have less
than 2 years’ experience as a condominium
manager will apply for a limited licence.
This licence will enable an individual to
work as a condominium manager for a period of 5 years, during which time they
will be required to successfully pass the
education requirements set out by the
CMRAO.
The Limited Licensee will have certain
restrictions placed on their licence; for
example, it is expected that an individual
who holds a Limited Licence will not have
the authority to sign Status Certificates
for a condominium corporation, or oversee the holding of certain types of owners’ meetings required by requisition. The
Limited Licensee will be supervised by
a General Licence holder for these type
of activities until they have met both the
educational and experience requirements.
Principal Condominium Manager – every management company that enters into
a contract to manage a condominium in
Ontario will be required to appoint a Principal Condominium Manager who will be
responsible for the operations of the firm
and to ensure that it exercises policies and
CONDOVOICE SPRING 2017
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Property Condition
Assessment
Reserve Fund Studies
Performance Audits

Building Performance
Evaluation

Structure (Garage, Balconies)
Enclosure (Roofs, Walls, Windows)

Building Repair
and Renewal

Design and Tender
Contract Administration
Construction Review
Contact: Sally Thompson
sthompson@synergypartners.ca

647.479.8546
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procedures that are consistent with the
requirement set out in the Condominium
Act for the handling of clients’ funds and
for reporting on the operations of the firm
related to licensed managers and reporting to the CMRAO.
During the transition period, these licences
may be qualified as “deemed” or “transitional” but the outline above provides a brief description of the tiered or phased regulatory
system that the CMRAO has been charged
with developing and delivering.
These descriptions and criteria are of

course subject to the regulations being
approved as posted but if that happens
managers across the province will be filling out licensing applications before the
end of 2017.
There are more regulations related to the
CMSA that have not yet been posted for
public comment and review. At the time of
writing, those sections that deal with the
CMRAO’s powers to develop and enforce
professional codes of conduct and give the
CMRAO registrar investigative and disciplinary powers to respond to complaints
have not yet been released.

In short, there will be a period during
which condominium owners and even
managers may struggle to understand the
requirements that are going to be a new
reality in the industry. However, these requirements will help condominium owners have confidence in the fact that if their
manager does not hold the recognized
RCM designation, they will still have been
schooled and tested on the requirements
of the Condominium Act, and importantly
those who do not operate their condominiums in accordance with the Act could face
discipline through a government mandated organization. C V

Is your board operating
at its best?

Take the free online CondoHive
Diagnostic and see if your board
needs to find a better way forward.

condohive.ca/diagnostic

416 533 7032
1 866 533 7032
sdabuildingservices.ca
Dedicated to providing a higher standard
in property maintenance and janitorial services
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Conservation
By Amy Hartman
The Regional Municipality of York

Reduce,
Reuse and
Recycle
Multi-residential Building
Recycling Programs in York Region

Waste reduction programs for residents living in condominiums are often faced with
additional challenges, such as awkward
building layouts, language and cultural
barriers and high resident turnover. Communal waste collection areas in buildings
make residents less personally accountable for how they dispose of their waste.
For example, a resident can anonymously
place recycling, like cardboard, down the
garbage chute or in the garbage bin. In
a single-family home, residents observe
their neighbours’ participation in curbside
recycling programs, which provides added
motivation for waste diversion.

While most buildings provide a convenient garbage system with access to
chutes on every floor, the same convenience is not always offered to residents
for recycling. The majority of buildings
require residents to take their recyclable
materials to a less convenient centralized location. To recycle, more effort is
required. Municipal waste audits have revealed recycling rates are much lower in
multi-residential buildings than singlefamily homes. Building managers, superintendents and residents can take advantage of many simple waste programs that
create community and support reuse and
recycling efforts.
Swap Tables
Property management can get involved
in reuse programs by promoting “swap”
tables. Swap tables enable residents to
exchange good-condition, reusable items
they no longer want or need, for other
items they can use. Located in a common

area or a waste room, swap tables are
convenient for condominium residents to
share and reuse items rather than throw
them out. As the saying goes, “one person’s trash is another person’s treasure.”
An added bonus to swap tables is the
items are free!
Recently, York Region partnered with
four multi-residential buildings in the
Towns of Richmond Hill, Newmarket
and Georgina to promote swap tables. In
buildings with limited space for a swap
table, a swap event was promoted in advance and held in the lobby for a day or
over a weekend. One building swapped
300 items in more than a month, diverting in excess of 225 kilograms of material from the landfill. Residents enjoyed
the convenience of swapping items in
their buildings, the excitement of finding
new things at no cost, and the economic
and environmental benefits of swapping.
Surveys found 97 per cent of residents
CONDOVOICE SPRING 2017
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ILLUSTRATION BY TOMIO NITTO

Reduce, reuse and recycle sounds like a
simple concept, yet in our busy lives it is
often difficult to implement on a day-today basis. It involves a personal commitment. Buying items with less packaging
and using reusable bags and bottles are
some easy ways to reduce the amount of
waste we produce.

were satisfied with the initiative!
Property managers can also create a bulletin board or online forum, where residents can post pictures of items they are
looking to give away or trade on swap
days or any other time of the year.
Textile Recycling
Textiles, including clothing, bedding
and towels, represent up to five per cent
of the materials disposed of in Ontario.
Clothing donation bins are a great way to
recycle as the majority of donated clothing is reused or repurposed. Textiles that
are torn or in poor quality can also be
placed in a clothing donation bin. Many
organizations accept small housewares
and accessories too.
Consider hosting a clothing donation bin
in your community. Some organizations
offer a permanent donation container and
regular collection service, or seasonal
collection over the weekend.

E-Waste Recycling
Electronic waste (e-waste) contains materials that can be recovered and recycled
into new products. Ontario Electronic
Stewardship (OES) works to ensure
ndo Voice 2017:Layout 1 1/13/2017 2:28 PM
end-of-life electronics are recycled in a
safe and environmentally sound manner.
Recovered materials including precious
metals, glass, cables and wires are put
back into the supply chain and are used
to make new products. Consider setting
up an e-waste recycling program in your

Consider
collecting alcohol
containers in a
central location
within the
building.
Proceeds from
the returns
can be used as
a fundraising
opportunity or
applied to a social
committee
community through OES, or post a sign
with York Region’s Waste Depot hours
and locations in the waste room so residents can drop off their e-waste, free of
charge (limits apply). Please visit york.
Page 1
ca/wastedepots
or OES at recycleyourelectronics.ca for more information.
Household Hazardous Waste
Buildings, residents and management
can implement a household hazardous
waste recycling program in communal

waste rooms to facilitate proper and safe
disposal of hazardous materials such as
batteries and compact florescent lightbulbs (CFLs). Mail-in battery recycling
programs are also available at no cost,
and require little time and resources. Alternatively, batteries and CFL bulbs can
be brought to York Region Household
Hazardous Waste Depots or Community
Environmental Centres, free of charge
(limits apply). Please visit york.ca/wastedepots for more information.
Beer and Liquor Containers
Consider collecting alcohol containers in a
central location within the building. Proceeds from the returns can be used as a fundraising opportunity or applied to a social
committee. LCBO and Beer Store glass is
reused through the Beer Store recycling
program and requires fewer resources and
less energy than creating new bottles. Aluminum cans are recycled into aluminum
sheets then used to make new cans.
Waste Management Design Guidelines for New Developments
Many York Region cities and towns have
design guidelines that outline best practices for managing waste in multi-residential
buildings. These guidelines ensure waste
management needs are considered during the planning stages of a development.
Ideal multi-residential programs accommodate recycling, organics and garbage
deposit locations either in a common area
that is most convenient to residents, or

The Condominium Law Group at Fogler, Rubinoff LLP is committed to providing quality legal
services to condominium corporations throughout the Greater Toronto Area and surrounding areas
including Hamilton, Kitchener-Waterloo, Barrie and Collingwood.
For more information or a fee quote please contact a member of our team:
Lou Natale
416.941.8804
lnatale@foglers.com

Carol Dirks
416.941.8820
cdirks@foglers.com

David Thiel
416.941.8815
dthiel@foglers.com

foglers.com
Professional members of CCI and ACMO
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Khalid Karim
416.864.7402
kkarim@foglers.com

through a tri-sorter chute system.
Multi-Residential Working Group
Multi-residential properties are a key
part of the growth plan in York Region.
Multi-residential households are expected to more than double over the next 25
years (2016 to 2041).
Together with its nine cities and towns,
York Region has formed the Multi-Residential Working Group. Made up of
municipal staff, this group is committed
to continuous improvement through the
development of new programs and sharing data to track successes and address
any upcoming challenges in this growing housing area. In 2016, the working
group developed promotional materials
and conducted waste audits. Waste audits
provide an understanding of the type of
materials and weights being disposed.
The data is used to measure progress,
plan new initiatives and educational campaigns. In 2017, the working group plans
to pilot battery and textile collection in
apartment and condo buildings and use
new data collection techniques.
Bindicator and Online Tools
Many cities and towns offer online
search tools to help you better understand what goes where, should you be
unsure of how to dispose of something.
In York Region, the “Bindicator” exists as an online and easy-to-use waste
directory. Visit york.ca/bindicator for

About 40 percent
of the food
produced in
Canada is thrown
away. More than
half of this waste
is thrown out
from homes –
uneaten leftovers,
untouched fruits
and vegetables,
food that’s “bought
and forgot.”
more information and to search for
drop-off locations.
Food Waste Reduction
About 40 per cent of the food produced in
Canada is thrown away. More than half
of this waste is thrown out from homes
— uneaten leftovers, untouched fruits
and vegetables, food that’s “bought and
forgot.” There are many things residents
can do to reduce food waste, regardless of
a formal organics program in the build-

ing. York Region’s Good Food program
focuses on making good food purchasing
and cooking choices to improve health,
allow more family time, reduce stress and
food waste. Try meal planning, bring a
list to the grocery store and purchase
only what is needed. Properly store food
in your fridge, keep raw meat, poultry
and fish on the bottom shelf where it’s
coldest. Pick a day of the week to eat leftovers. Encourage friends and neighbours
to participate in similar behaviours. York
Region has resources and literature available to help residents reduce food waste.
Visit york.ca/goodfood for information.
Become a Recycling Expert!
You can become a recycling expert if your
local municipality provides recycling
and/or organics programs to multiresidential buildings. Here’s a question
to test your knowledge: Are plastic bags
accepted in the garbage or blue box?
Answer: In York Region, plastic bags
are considered garbage. Understanding
what materials go where will help maximize your diversion from landfill. Here
are some tips on how you can share your
knowledge to other residents in your condominium:
• Start by checking out the recycling
tips listed below
• Invite your city or town to give a presentation or host an information booth
to promote waste diversion programs
• Ask your city or town for resources
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like posters for chute and waste rooms
• Ensure waste room is kept clean and tidy
• Place a recycling bin by the mailboxes
to collect unwanted flyers; pair with a
garbage bin so residents can put paper and envelopes in the recycling and
plastic sleeves in the garbage

To learn more
about the City of
Toronto’s recycling
programs, visit
toronto.ca/recycling
or view their waste
presentation on
CCI-T’s website
www.ccitoronto.org

For more information on the multiresidential reuse and waste diversion
programs listed above, please contact
your local city/town or York Region at
1-866-665-6752.
Multi-residential Recycling Tips
• Place recyclables loose into the recycling containers (not in plastic bags);
check your local city or town for a list
of acceptable materials
• York Region Community Environmental Centres accept large, clean
polystyrene (foam packaging) to be recycled; meat trays, plates, cups, packing peanuts or take-out containers
are not accepted and should be placed
in the garbage. Visit york.ca/cec for
drop-off hours and locations
• Residents can use a reusable bag to

store recyclables under the kitchen
counter to save space
• Keep plastic lids on plastic beverage bottles and place in recycling; remove metal
lids and place separately in recycling

WHAT ARE PINHOLE LEAKS
COSTING YOU?
$$$

$$

$

REPAIR COST:
$50,000 PLUS

Did You Know?
• In 2015, each York Region resident generated approximately 313 kilograms of
waste. That’s the weight of a grand piano! Each resident avoided 201 kilograms
of garbage by using the blue box, green
bin, yard waste and other initiatives.
• There are multiple return-to-retail locations for used paint in York Region
in addition to the four York Region
Household Hazardous Waste Depots.
Visit york.ca and regeneration.ca for
more information.
• Many retailers take back plastic bags
– check out york.ca/waste for a list of
locations.
• According to Statistics Canada,
households throw away up to $1,500
in food each year.
• In 2016, York Region residents kept
91 per cent of their total waste from
going to landfill (includes energyfrom-waste). C V

Using certified German
engineering, the Rikos pipe lining
solution cures pinhole leaks
making damaged pipes like new,
only better.
Contact us today for a free on-site
consultation and say goodbye to
pinhole leaks for good!

REPAIR COST:
$5000 - $50,000

416-410-3815
www.rikos.com

REPAIR COST:
$1000 - $10,000

1-5

• Not all plastics are recyclable; toothbrushes and cutlery (of any kind) are
not recyclable and should be placed in
the garbage when no longer needed

5 - 10

10 - 20

PINHOLE LEAKS / YEAR

PINHOLE LEAKS / YEAR

PINHOLE LEAKS / YEAR

BUILDING LIFESTYLE:
BARELY AFFECTED

BUILDING LIFESTYLE:
MODERATELY AFFECTED

BUILDING LIFESTYLE:
SEVERELY AFFECTED

Like New, Only Better
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Condo Profile
By James M. Russell
Newsletters et Cetera

THE CONCOURSE TO

“Coming together is a beginning; keeping together is
progress; working together is success.” – Henry Ford

CO-OPERATION
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PHOTOGRAPHY BY RON JOCSAK

Florence Italy’s famous Corridoio
Vasariano connects the Palazzo
Vecchio with the spectacular Palazzo Pitti. And while Canada’s Villa
Giardino’s 162-metre corridor is
shorter and far younger than the
four-hundred-year-old Vasariano,

it is no less magnificent, not for its
architecture but for the goodwill
that connects Villa Giardino’s three
condominium corporations, three
Boards, three towers, three addresses,
and 261, one and two bedroom suites.
CONDOVOICE SPRING 2017
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Shibley Righton LLP
Condo Law Group

We know
strategy.

Toronto: 250 University Ave., Suite 700, Toronto, ON M5H 3E5
T: 416.214.5207 | T: 877.214.5200 | F: 416.214.2407

Offices in Toronto, Hamilton and Windsor

shibleyrighton.com | condoinfo@shibleyrighton.com
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We had to make a rule that tomato
plants and stakes may not extend higher
than the resident’s balcony railing

A sprawling complex, made up of YRCC
966, 942 and 947, Villa Giardino’s three
Boards manage this mini-community
with a grace and efficiency that puts most
corporations, and countries, to shame.
Bearing the postal designation of 2502,
2504 and 2506 Rutherford Rd, the three
buildings are perched on a huge swath of
former farmland in Concord, just north
of Toronto. And although ‘Garden Villa’
may not be an entirely accurate Italianto-English translation, some of the residents interpreted the word ‘Giardino’ so
literally that soon after opening in 2000,

balcony plots began sprouting like vines.
“We had to make a rule that tomato plants
and stakes may not extend higher than
the resident’s balcony railing,” says Villa
Giardino’s Property Manager Antonella
Mardikian. A few years ago, several residents even began illegal garden plots in
nearby Waterside Marsh, which is public
parkland. Much to the chagrin of those
clandestine gardeners, the City swooped
in before they were able to harvest their
bounty.
The resident’s zeal for gardening can be
attributed to the fact that more than 95%

of the residents are of Italian heritage, including Italian-born Antonella who not
only serves as the complex’s property
manager, but social director, AGM Chair,
office secretary, Chair of all Board meetings, and, because many of the residents do
not speak English, Antonella is also Villa
Giardino’s official translator.
Exactly how did Villa Giardino become an
Italian enclave? “The builder was Italian,
the architecture is in an Italian style, and
the developer advertised it as a ‘Mediterranean Lifestyle’,” says Ralph Carlotti, 2504’s
Board President for fifteen years and one of
CONDOVOICE SPRING 2017
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We talk about everything together –
maintenance, management, safety, even
investments – we don’t keep any secrets

ABOVE FROM LEFT TO RIGHT:

Maria Scodeller,
Vice President YRCC 966

the first to move in when his building was
completed in 2000. “I knew I wanted to live
in a condo when I retired. So convenient!
When I want to travel, I just lock the door
and go!”

Ralph Carlotti,
President YRCC 942

Much of Ralph’s peace of mind comes from
knowing that his building, as well as the
other two that make up Villa Giardino,
are so well-managed by the three boards
and Percel, their property management
company, that day-to-day living is both
effortless and refreshingly worry-free.

Ida Rossi,
Secretary Treasurer YRCC 947

Villa Giardino’s three Boards hold one

Tony Piarulli,
President YRCC 966
Antonella Mardikian,
RCM Property Manager
and Social Director

combined meeting a month to discuss subjects related to their individual buildings
and common issues. “We talk about everything together – maintenance, management, safety, even investments – we don’t
keep any secrets from each other,” says
Tony Piarulli, Board President of 2502,
“A few years ago we (the three Boards)
even discussed amalgamation,” he adds.
Now amalgamation would seem like
a good idea since the three Boards get
along so famously. But is it? For an expert
opinion, I put the question to CCI member, Patricia Elia, a senior lawyer at Elia
CONDOVOICE SPRING 2017
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A small convenience store, located
near the centre of Corridoio
Giardino, is open four days a week

Associates, who said, in part, about the
realities of amalgamation:
“Condominiums embarking on amalgamation need to be aware and thoughtful
about anticipating the costs associated
with the same. The preparation of a new
survey combining the lands into one plan
needs to be prepared by a surveyor. For
each corporation involved, legal professionals will need to prepare written opinions outlining the process to the board
based on a review of each condominium’s
documents, draft resolutions, prepare the
communication strategy and informa-

tion packages, draft the new constating
documentation and negotiate the same,
work with the land registry to have all
documents preapproved and attend unit
owner meetings. Engineers will need
to re-value the respective reserve funds
and combine the assets so that it is “fair”
to all corporations involved based on age
and consumption of assets. Other living
documents such as the status certificates
will also need to be updated. Finally,
property management may have to be
engaged separately as project manager
as this may fall outside the regular duties
of the manager.”

Not surprisingly, Villa Giardino’s Boards,
consisting of…
•    2502 Rutherford Rd. (YRCC 966) Tony
Piarulli – President; Maria Scodeller
- Vice-President; Renzo Tanel - Secretary/Treasurer.
•     2504 Rutherford Rd. (YRCC 942)
Ralph Carlotti – President; Susie Martino - Vice-President; Dominic Renda
- Secretary-Treasurer
•    2506 Rutherford Rd. (YRCC 947) Joseph Galanti – President, Eddie MetalCONDOVOICE SPRING 2017
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lo - Vice-President; Ida Rossi - Secretary/Treasurer
…wisely decided to put off any further
discussion of amalgamation partly
because, se non è rotto non aggiustarlo…..or, in Canadian: “if it ain’t broke,
don’t fix it, Eh!”
And who could blame them, in a landscape peppered with dysfunctional
Boards and poorly managed buildings,
the three Boards of Villa Giardino represent the gold standard for other Boards
and management alike. “Working with
the boards is like working with family.
The board members are very approachable, and they speak their mind. They are
open to the management’s suggestions,
improvements on the property and what
is best for the residents. Management
and board have a great relationship,”
says Antonella, who, with the help of superintendent Leo Goga, employed by all
three Boards, two contract cleaners and
a grounds keeping company, maintain
Villa Giardino’s pristine environment.
Of course, Villa Giardino has the usual amenities that grace condominium
buildings, but along Corridoio Giardino
residents also have available to them the
separate offices of a hairdresser, a doctor,
a physio-therapist, aesthetician, a massage therapist, and a pharmacy - professional services available to the residents
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on various days throughout the week.
Villa Giardino even has its own bus to
take residents to church, Fortinos, Longos and Walmart. A small convenience
store, located near the centre of Corridoio
Giardino, is open four days a week for
those in-between grocery day purchases.
The hub of Villa Giardino’s social scene
is their Espresso Bar, which draws about
sixty residents every morning, Monday
through Friday, from 9:30 a.m. – 10:30
a.m. The atmosphere is characteristic
of every espresso bar I ever visited during one of my trips to Rome, Venice or
Florence – warm, loud, and friendly –
but unlike other bars, at Villa Giardino
a cup of espresso is not only free, but
bottomless.
“I like everything about Villa Giardino,”
says the resident Carmela Pasquale who
moved to Villa Giardino, “for the companionship.” Valeria Di Girolamo, is even
more direct, “I just like it here.”
Many residents make the Espresso Bar
the last stop of their brisk morning walk
up and down the Corridoio, some beginning their daily marathons as early as
4 a.m.
“You always have somebody you can
socialize with if you want,” says 2506
resident and Board Secretary-Treasurer, Ida Rossi, who moved into Villa

Giardino from Sault Ste Marie to be
closer to her children.
Mindful of the need to control costs and
reduce their carbon footprint, in 2015 the
Boards replaced ten make-up air units
that serviced the three buildings. The old
units were operating at 55% efficiency,
while their replacements are 80% efficient. The cost for the replacement was
approximately $223,000.
This year, Villa Giardino completed two
additional capital-intensive projects: a
$307,000 replacement of two domestic
hot water boilers and three heating boilers with units that tout an 88% efficiency
and the installation of LED lighting in
the common areas, an upgrade that will
result in improved lighting as well as
an anticipated savings of approximately
$26,000 per year in hydro.
Board President Tony Piarulli laughs
when he recounts that every time he
mentions to people that he lives in Villa
Giardino their first question is “How’s
the food?”. “People think that because
nearly all the residents are over 65 that
Villa Giardino is a nursing home.” It
isn’t. Instead, Villa Giardino is a tiny
enclave of safety, security and Board
co-operation where residents greet
each other in the Corridoio with “Buongiorno!” and condominium life is… in a
word… Magnifico! C V

Case Law Update
By Patrick Greco, B.A.Sc., LL.B.
Partner, Miller Thomson LLP, and
Megan Mackey, B. Sc., J.D.,
Partner, Miller Thomson LLP

Decisions From
the Courts
Airbnb’s, Allocating Common Expenses,
and the Security of Easements Rights

Ottawa-Carleton Standard Condominium Corporation No. 961 v. Menzies
et al. – Ontario Superior Court of
Justice dated December 8, 2016
Few recent condominium cases have made
newspaper headlines as much as this recent decision out of Ottawa, coming hot on the heels of
increased concerns in the industry over short
term unit rentals through websites such as Airbnb, in which Justice Beaudoin stated:
“Single family use” cannot be interpreted to include one’s operation of a hotel-like business,
with units being offered to complete strangers
on the internet, on a repeated basis, for durations as short as a single night. Single family use
is incompatible with the concepts of “check in”
and “check out” times, “cancellation policies”,
“security deposits”, “cleaning fees”, instructions
on what to do with dirty towels/sheets and it
does not operate on credit card payments.
The Facts
The condominium corporation brought an
application to enforce its Declaration which
states that residential units are to be occupied “...only for the purpose of a single family
dwelling...”, and to enforce a new rule which
prevented owners from entering into leases
of less than four months. The application
was brought against the owners of a residential unit that was being rented out for

terms as short as one night through at least
nine different websites, including Airbnb.
com, Kayak.com, Hotels.com, and Orbitz.
com. The listings offered full use of the amenities, and went so far as
to warn guests
not to mention the rental to others in the
building and not to leave keys with the
concierge. The condominium corporation
also named the tenant, DGM Management
Corp. (“DGM”), as a respondent. DGM was
a company controlled by the unit owners
which arranged for the short-term rentals.
The respondent unit owners admitted that
the unit had been used for short term rentals. They defended the court proceedings
by arguing that the matter should have
been submitted to mediation and arbitration instead of to court. This argument did
not succeed because a tenant was involved.
Under the Condominium Act, proceedings
against tenants are not subject to mediation and arbitration. The respondents also
claimed that the matter should not proceed
until the other 243 unit owners received
notice of the application.
Key findings
The court ordered the unit owners and
tenant to comply with the Declaration and
Rule which prohibited tenancies of less than

four months. The court found that “single
family use” could not be interpreted to include the operation of a hotel-like business.
In coming to this conclusion, the judge
noted things such as “check in” and “check
out” times and “cancellation policies” are
incompatible with the concept of the “single
family use” required by the Declaration.
The court also found that the rule requiring
a lease of at least four months was reasonable because it did not strip unit owners of
their rights to lease their units to “traditional”, longer-term tenants. The rule was
held to be enforceable.
Author’s Note
This case confirms that condominium corporations can prohibit short-term leasing if their
Declaration or Rules so permit.
This case also highlights the importance of
transparency and diligence when enforcing
governing documents. The court found that
there was no need to add all unit owners as
respondents in court because all owners had a
clear opportunity to challenge the rule when
it was enacted and had not done so. The condominium corporation’s diligent enforcement
efforts were reflected in the evidence it was able
to put before the court, including details of the
CONDOVOICE SPRING 2017
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numerous short-term leasing sites on which the
unit was advertised, the many online customer
reviews, and the relevant details as to unit misuse and resulting complaints. A proper record
of complaints, incident reports, warning letters,
etc., increases the odds of success of any condominium enforcement matter.

for the condominium corporation to levy
all waste disposal costs against the eight
food court units.

Seto v. Peel Condominium Corporation No. 492 – Ontario Court of Appeal
dated July 8, 2016
The Ontario Court of Appeal held that a condominium corporation cannot levy costs against
unit owners when this is contrary to the terms
of the Declaration. While this may seem like
common sense, the facts of this case highlight the
challenges of budgeting and allocating common
expenses.

The Ontario Court of Appeal Decision
The condominium corporation appealed
on the basis that the application judge
ignored the historical practice of charging waste disposal costs to food court
unit owners. The condominium corporation also claimed that the application

The application judge ordered the condominium corporation to reimburse food
court unit owners for waste disposal costs.

judge’s remedy had the effect of excusing
the food court unit owners from having
to pay for the cost of disposing of waste
from their units.
The Court of Appeal rejected the notion
that past practice could be used as a basis
for contradicting the plain language of the
Declaration. All units owners were responsible for the cost of disposing of garbage
left in the common elements, including the
food court. However, the Court of Appeal
did agree that unit owners were responsible
for the cost of disposing of garbage from
their units.

The Facts
Dixie Park Mall is a commercial condominium corporation. It contains a food
court which is reserved for the exclusive
use of eight food court units. The food court
units generate significantly more garbage
than all of the other units. The cost of removing and disposing of garbage from the
food court is a significant budget item.
The Declaration states that the cost of
cleaning, furnishing, maintaining and
managing the food court is to be paid solely
by the owners of the food court units. However, Schedule “E” of the Declaration states
that the cost of removing garbage from the
common elements is to be paid by all unit
owners. The food court seating area is an
exclusive use common element.
The condominium corporation decided
that since the food court unit owners created the most garbage, those unit owners
should pay for the cost of removing and disposing of garbage. In order to support this
cost allocation, the condominium corporation claimed that garbage disposal was part
of “cleaning” the food court, for which food
court owners were responsible.
The Application Decision
The application judge held that garbage
disposal costs could not be levied against
the food court units. The Declaration
clearly states that waste disposal from the
common elements is a common expense
to be paid by all unit owners. Waste disposal was therefore not part of the cost of
“cleaning” the food court. It was improper
CONDOVOICE SPRING 2017
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Author’s Note
The Declaration clearly stated that the cost of
disposing of garbage from the common elements
was to be paid by all unit owners. The decision
to remove garbage disposal from the corporation’s budget and levy it against food court unit
owners may have been a misguided attempt to
keep common expenses down. Alternatively, this
may have been an attempt to make the payment
of common expenses “more fair”. Even if cost
allocations seem unfair, condominium corporations should not engage in “creative accounting”
to reduce common expenses if doing so would
contradict the provisions of the Declaration.
Middlesex Condominium Corporation
No. 229 v. 1510231 Ontario Inc. –
Ontario Superior Court Decision dated
October 11, 2016
This recent case is significant because it clarifies
what a neighbouring land owner is required to
do to support an easement over its land. Some
condominium corporations have easements
that allow residents to travel over neighbouring properties. Easements can be common in
densely populated urban areas, and are sometimes used in new developments. It turns out
that easements rights may not be as secure as
one might think.
The Facts
A condominium corporation and a neighbouring land owner shared ownership of a
retaining wall which ran along the banks
of a creek that bordered both properties.
The retaining wall supported the properties and, as such, it supported the easements that the condominium corporation
had over the neighbouring property. These
easements included a road which provided
access to the condominium corporation and
a sanitary sewage pipe which carried sewage from the condominium to the municipal sewer system.
The legal terminology for describing easements can help explain how they operate. In
this situation, the condominium property
is referred to as the “dominant tenement”
because it has rights over a neighbouring
property. The neighbouring property is
called the “servient tenement”.

There was no shared
facilities agreement
in place for the maintenance and repair of
the retaining wall
The retaining wall collapsed a few years after it was built. A separate lawsuit suggested that the collapse was due to negligent
design or construction. Neither the condominium nor its neighbour took any steps to
repair or remediate the wall. Consequently,
condominium residents could not use their
easements in the same manner as they did
before the collapse. The condominium sued
the neighbouring land owner, claiming that
the neighbour had an obligation to repair
and maintain the retaining wall for the benefit of the condominium’s easements.
The Decision
The court held that the neighbouring land

owner did not have a duty to repair the retaining wall. The condominium’s lawsuit
was dismissed in its entirety.
The court explained that the nature of an
easement is always negative: the obligation
on the neighbouring land owner (the servient tenement) was either to suffer or to not
do something. Easements cannot require
the servient land owner to take any steps
or to expend any money.
It is important to note that the neighbouring land owner had nothing to do with the
wall’s collapse. If the neighbouring land
owner had been directly responsible for the
collapse, it may have been required to take
steps to restore the easement.
Author’s Note
An interesting point is that the court refused to
enforce ongoing maintenance provisions relating to the retaining wall which were contained
in the Development Agreement and in recent
building permits. The condominium corporation was not a party to the Development Agreement or to the permits and therefore could not
rely on them. C V
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Today and Tomorrow
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The retaining wall was built pursuant to a
Development Agreement between the developer and the City of London. There was no
shared facilities agreement in place for the
maintenance and repair of the retaining wall.
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Liability & Safety
By Richard Elia
B. Comm., LL.B., LL.M.(ADR), ACCI,
Elia Associates

and Patricia Elia
B.Comm. LL.B., Alder Trained Coach
Elia Associates

Drones:
Not Everything
Fun is Safe
As Drone Use Becomes More Widespread,
Individuals, Condominiums and Businesses
Should be Aware of the Legal Ramifications

Indeed drones can and have been em-

ployed in a wide variety of ways, including for organ donation, package delivery, movie production, racing sports
and hunting. Consumer drones have
video and photographic capabilities.
The smallest drone currently available
in the Canadian market is 55 grams,
equipped with photographic technology, and syncs with iPhones; in contrast,
the United States Navy has created a
drone the size of a Boeing 747. Canada
is looking at large drones to transport
food to the remote north. As drone use
becomes more widespread, individuals,
condominiums and businesses should
be aware of the legal ramifications and
who has the rights to be associated with
drones. We have certainly had some
interesting discussions on drone technologies.
Richard: Drones are a heck of a lot of
fun! I really want one! Better yet, I think
I will build one!

Patricia: What on earth do you possibly
need a drone for?
Richard: Aside from the fun aspect, they
are a step towards improved performance
and efficiency, so let people have their fill.
They have the potential to be valuable tools
for businesses of all types and sizes, including those who service the condominium industry. The ability to invest in and access
drones, pilots and analysis software and,
from there, create or enhance business opportunities is becoming more and more of
a reality both in terms of technology and
in cost, so I think it is also inevitable. Why
wouldn’t a savvy business integrate use of
drones into its business plan? The more
cost effective the better. Why would a reserve fund study planner not use a drone
to do the site inspection if a condominium
happens to be multiple stories high and
shaped like Marilyn Monroe? Arguably,
any type of building inspection above
the ground floor would be made easier. A
CONDOVOICE SPRING 2017
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ILLUSTRATION BY MAURICE VELLEKOOP

With the impending settlement of Mars, the
rise of drones and their use commercially
and recreationally on Earth seems like a natural progression in the evolution of humans,
especially where large structures such as oil
rig platforms, bridges and sports stadiums
exist in countries such as the United States,
China and Canada but… condominiums really?? Drones were first used by the military
as unmanned aerial vehicles and later by the
international civil aviation organization as
remotely piloted aircraft systems. Drones
come in various shapes and sizes and can be
piloted remotely through complex systems
which operate at high altitudes and over
long distances. Drones are used commercially for surveillance, construction, agriculture, resourcing exploration, meteorology,
mapping and photography. Drones can also
be used in condos for building component
and equipment replacement and building
inspection for repairs and maintenance.

drone can record real time performance
or failure and access areas that are more
difficult and/or dangerous for human beings. It seems to me you would have more
accurate performance audits and reserve
fund studies every three years if you had
a drone. It seems like a very logical application to allow for the continuous and
rigorous inspection of certain components
of multi-storey buildings or even townhomes where the complexes are of a significant size and space. Can you imagine
a property manager being able to do an
inspection of the 2nd floor window caulking or a roof anchor review with the roofer
in a townhouse complex without leaving
his or her office? Come on, drones mean
efficiency and making more money.
Patricia: But at what price? Not everything fun is safe. While I agree that drones
are highly utilitarian and fun, there is a line
between being toys and not being toys. As
robots, drones can collect, store and use
data and perform functions which may
present dangers to urban populations. Cars
are great inventions, but you still need to
put limits on the use of cars because people
inevitably want to challenge boundaries. I
agree that the invasion of the drones is inevitable. So perhaps we need to understand
what we are dealing with and then think
ahead to manage the risks that drones present to condominiums. What do you think
the risks are?
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But at What
Price? Not
everything
fun is safe.
While I agree that
drones are highly
utilitarian and
fun, there is a line
between being toys
and not being toys

Richard: The way I see it, the key risks
of drones are: privacy breaches, injury to
property and persons and the commission
of torts (wrongdoing) such as trespass, nuisance and negligence. I can see where the
lawyers would go if a 55 pound drone just
dropped out of the sky onto a sidewalk in
downtown Toronto - it would probably be
much like the conflicts we have about falling glass, if not worse. So how do we avoid
the dispute and manage the conflict if we
cannot make them failsafe?

Patricia: I think that you avoid the dispute
and manage the risk by thinking ahead. I
would put the risks in two broad categories: those within the control of the condominium and those outside of the scope of
the condominium’s influence. I also think
it is hard to assess the full risk of something while it is still relatively new and
unexplored. Even federal legislators are
not yet as up to speed as they need to be in
managing risk created by drones to air traffic, which has material risks for passenger
aircraft. However, Transport Canada has
put in place a variety of pieces of helpful
information on Flying Your Drone Safely
and Legally, Getting Permission to fly your
Drone and Reporting a Drone Incident
[https://www.tc.gc.ca/eng/civilaviation/
drone-safety.html]. Generally, current
regulations limit Unmanned Air Vehicle
(“UAV”) use in Canada. A UAV is defined as
a power driven aircraft, other than a model
aircraft, that is designed to fly without a human operator on board. A “model aircraft”
means an aircraft, the total weight of which
does not exceed 35 kg (77.2 pounds), that is
mechanically driven or launched into flight
for recreational purposes and that is not
designed to carry persons or other living
creatures. A UAV may not be flown without
a special operations certificate or an operator’s certificate. Failure to be licenced may
include fines or jail time where an aircraft
is put at risk, flying occurs in no fly zones or
anyone’s safety is risked. Special Flight Op-

erations Certificates contain conditions on
where and how to fly, including maximum
altitudes, minimum distances from people
and property and coordinate requirements
with air traffic services.
Exemptions exist under the Aeronautics
Act, section 5.9(2) for non-recreational
UAVs. http://www.tc.gc.ca/civilaviation/regserv/affairs/exemptions/docs/
en/2880.htm
Richard: Patricia, you need to be realistic – drones are being sold at the mall and
many have very advanced digital cameras
attached and yet most will be considered
“model aircrafts” and people can build
them themselves. At the same time, I do
understand that with the increased popularity of drones and the pushing of boundaries, Transport Canada is developing new
regulations to address the safety requirements, growing popularity, and economic
importance of UAVs. Transport Canada’s
proposed changes include new flight rules,
aircraft marking and registration requirements, knowledge testing, minimum age
limits and pilot permits for certain UAV
operations. Transport Canada published
a Notice of Proposed Amendment in May
2015 to highlight these changes.
More rules! The only way that humans advance is by trial and error, and humans like
to find the easy way to do things. Practically, what we really need to do is identify
the risks and manage the risks in a reasonable fashion.
Patricia: I think that is what the rules are
trying to anticipate. In speaking with one
very intelligent, well-educated drone builder and enthusiast, Mr. Sultmanis, he told
me that the biggest problem is pilot error.
People do not understand their drone’s performance parameters well enough. Hence
the need for knowledge testing, new flight
rules and pilot permits. Further, the only
way to attribute liability will most likely be
to tie it back to the pilot subject to manufacturer’s defect and insist on mandatory
insurance. In the exemptions under the
Aeronautic Act, a quick read shows the government has taken a lot of time to ensure
that pilots need to be really aware of the
environments they are flying in.
Richard: Okay, so regulation is neces-

Drones are
being sold at
the mall
and many have
very advanced
digital cameras
attached and
yet most will be
considered model
aircrafts

sary to ensure reasonableness and balance interests in privacy, personal safety
and safety of property. My expectation is
that the federal government, because of air
space and aviation regulation, will set the
bar for the overall consistent management
of the rules governing the performance of
drones. However, I can see that provincial
and municipal regulators, together with
condominiums, may put in place parameters around drone use. For example, mu-

nicipalities could put in place “no fly zones”
for drones or put in specific parameters via
geo fencing. Further, our condominiums
may address these issues in their rules and
in their contracts with suppliers where
their suppliers use drones. The latter issue
is dealt with by making the contractor responsible for ensuring that where a drone is
used, that adequate training, licencing and
insurance exist as a covenant in the agreement to hold the condominium harmless.
In the rules, condominiums could limit the
use of or even prohibit drones (including
model aircraft) on the property. A possible
exception would relate to the use of drones
in relation to operation, maintenance and
repair of the property. Alternatively, a
condominium may require that all drone
and model aircraft operators in the building be made aware of Transport Canada
safety rules and operate within the same.
The rules could address the fact that no
drone operator shall interfere with another
resident/owner’s right of quiet enjoyment
and should not present a physical threat.
The rules may also address the fact that
any photography, storage of data and use
of any collected data from within a unit is
strictly prohibited. The challenge remains
enforcing such rules and managing the behaviour of individuals. Practically, damages for breaches of privacy in such cases
belong to the individual. Thus, a condo-
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Listen to Patricia Elia discuss
drones with Sue Langlois in a CV+
podcast based on this article at
www.condopodcasts.com
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minium may address this issue generally
within its privacy policies. In addition,
the condominium may also set up “no fly
zone” parameters, i.e. inside the building, within 30 feet of the building and
over common element spaces such playgrounds, pools and areas where the risk
of injury because of drone or pilot failure
increases. Drones for recreational purposes should be managed to ensure that
the condominium has acted reasonably.
Condominiums have to be proactive together with perhaps their municipalities
on ensuring that no fly zones are very
clearly delineated to community participants and their guests. Further, there
could be fly safe areas where drones may
be operated, which comply with federal
aviation requirements. Obligations under the condominium declaration should
be reviewed to determine and ensure
that the obligations for any injury caused
by the drone operator are borne by the
unit owner.

istries, we like to know who has got a dog
on the leash or who is flying a drone. This
is really the only way to ensure people take
responsibility for their acts or omissions.
However, this may be taken care of with
further regulation of drone use and pilot
licensing and training.
Patricia: On privacy, do drones really
present a privacy threat greater than from
people on scaffolds or boson chairs, or platforms that scale down the sides of buildings
for window washing purposes and intrude
upon the private moments of people in their
units? I think a condominium should have
a communication programme to make
people aware of drone use, the limits on the
same, how the same can negatively impact
neighbours and how everyone should minimize interference with each other.
Richard: But what about those drones
that are not being operated by residents or
unit owners of the condominium just flying
around taking pictures?

Further, condominiums may ultimately
have to insist on having drone registries Patricia: This brings up a really good
to understand who has a drone and who is point. People who are looking inside the
JCO 2017-v1.qxp 2017-01-10 11:15 AM Page 1
accountable.
Very similar to our dog reg- condos may not be people who reside there

or have ownership rights. So how does the
condominium enforce? Under the Criminal Code, there are criminal sanctions for
“peeping Toms” but such sanctions only
work if you can catch the person who is doing it. This is why registries of drone operators both for recreation and for commercial
purposes should be mandatory. As drones
become more common, it is important to
manage even those people who recreationally use drones.
Here is the conundrum we currently are
thinking about: Amazon’s announcement
of its proposed drone delivery program
and the recent claim that the technology
is ready and that they plan to use “Amazon
Prime Air” drones to deliver packages to
consumers in 30 minutes or less once the
legislature catches up. It is probably only a
matter of time before condominium owners can have packages delivered by drone
technology. The question will be how will
customers pick up their packages? Off the
landing pad on the roof or from their balcony or the concierge? The parameters
of human creativity are limitless and so
(for better or worse) are the way lawyers
see the risks. C V

JCO & Associates have specialized in the refurbishment of condominium
common elements for over 27 years, offering cost effective, creative solutions, including Design/Build, that enhance the look and marketability
of your condominium. We pride ourselves in providing the highest quality of
service and workmanship.
Please visit our web site at www.jcoandassociates.com to view our current
and past projects or contact us at 905-727-8818.

JCO is a member in good standing with ACMO (Association of Condominium Managers of Ontario), CCI (Canadian Condominium Institute), IDC (Interior Design of Canada) and
TCA (Toronto Construction Association). All our work is guaranteed and can be certified by a Performance Bond issued by Zurich Insurance for performance, material and labour.
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Good Governance
By Anne Steinhart,
Management Solutions

Condominium
Board Governance
Property Management Companies and Directors
Must be Willing to Roll Up Their Sleeves

To add to this difference, condominium
board members are not vetted or selected
through a process that evaluates qualifications or “job fit” in any meaningful way.
They are “elected volunteers” who bring
with them an assortment of skills, work
experiences, cultural backgrounds, and
sometimes, truth be told, their personal
agendas. On arrival, they receive little, if
any, orientation or training, and typically
no one hands them a job description. Yet,
they are expected to “manage the affairs of
the corporation”, work together as a team,
and provide direction and leadership.
A tall order!
The Condominium Act does set out some
general requirements with respect to the
duties of the board of directors. As indicated above, it tells us that boards are re-

sponsible for “managing the affairs of the
Corporation” (s.27(1)). But, it does not provide the scope and boundaries of this obligation. It tells us that duties must be carried
out with “care, diligence and skill” (s.37(1))
but does not specify where the bar is set
for such qualifications. Neither is there any
definition in the Act as to the meaning of
“a reasonably prudent person” (s.37(1)) or
“comparable circumstances” (s.37(1)). It
is left up to the courts to make that determination, after the fact, once issues have
escalated to legal status, when it is too late.
The interpretation of the terms of reference set out in the Act is pivotal to how
effectively a board operates, yet it is left
up to the incumbent members to decide
their meaning, if they refer to them at all.
Some condominium industry stakeholders do expand on requirements in the Act.
They provide additional guidance through
their codes of ethics or conduct and are often cited as a source of prevailing standards
for board performance.
Both the Act and these codes, speak to a

moral high ground and strong work ethic
– a great start!
But none does a very good job of translating these concepts into a clearly defined set
of expectations for how board members
should go about fulfilling all of their dayto-day obligations.
To add to this deficiency, the responsibilities assigned to the officers of the corporation are dispersed across the corporation’s
governing documents (i.e. declaration,
by-laws) and other records (i.e. minutes),
assuming all responsibilities for such positions have been articulated, at all. At a
minimum, the Act stipulates that a “corporation shall have a president and a secretary”
and that it may have other “officers that are
provided for by by-law or by resolution of the
directors” (s.36 (1)).
However, there is not, at this time, and to
my knowledge, one source document – job
description - that integrates, in meaningful terms, the performance requirements
set out in the Act, by-laws, the standards
of conduct and ethics found in code docuCONDOVOICE SPRING 2017
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The Challenges And Realities
In the condominium universe, unlike in the
corporate world, where boards are focused
on strategy and long term planning, directors are, by design or necessity, far more
involved in day-to-day operations.

ments and the duties assigned to officers of
the corporation.

first step in building a performance model
that can be operationalized.

To be of consequence, this job description must list performance expectations
across the spectrum of all responsibilities,
must set clear boundaries and must do so
in terms of observable behaviours and expected results, rather than philosophical
concepts or intent. This is a critical step in
ensuring that all stakeholders – directors,
officers, owners, residents, property management – have a clear understanding of
standards of performance. This is also the

To effect positive change, boards also
require tools to help them objectively assess directors’ and officers’ performance
vis-a-vis their new job description, and
processes that will help them take the
necessary steps to address performance
gaps, constructively.
Today, many boards do sign off on codes
of conduct put in front of them by management companies. But the reality is that the
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performance standards these documents
are intended to set are not monitored or
evaluated and are quickly forgotten. There
are no checks and balances for board conduct unless that conduct creates extreme
outcomes – when, once again, it tends to
be too late.
Role ambiguity and lack of accountability
will always contribute, to a greater or lesser
degree, to undesirable outcomes - dysfunctional boards, or inefficient operations, or
high management and staff turnover, or
unnecessary expenses, or compliance issues, or deteriorating standards of care, or
disgruntled owners, staff and contractors,
or some combination thereof.
Need For A New Approach
Where to begin?
Boards often look to property management
for guidance, as they should in most matters. However, asking property management to take the lead in addressing board
performance is not realistic - boards are,
after all, the paying client. Property management can recommend, but it is the board
that must take a leadership role in
acknowledging the need for better governance and a higher standard of individual
performance. It is the board that must take
the necessary steps to implement the process changes required to achieve this goal.
The Way Forward
For those who are waiting for new regula-

STOP WATER PIPE LEAKS QUICKLY AND ECONOMICALLY
Protect all your water pipe; in every apartment, each corridor, and all service areas - for life
LEaC Shield preserves your pipe for a small fraction of the cost to replace it
Considering a plastic epoxy coating for your Riser & Re-circulation pipes in the corridors?
You should save up to 70% of the cost to replace all your pipe, by not protecting the pipe in the apartments.
Pinhole leaks will still occur within the apartments however costing your residents a lot.
LEaC Shield completely protects over 10,000 apartment units in SW. Ontario
Contact us for your free site inspection

1.855.946.1783
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tions to address these challenges and realities, I would caution that comprehensive
solutions will not be forthcoming.
To close this substantially significant gap
in the current condominium operating
model, both property management companies and directors must be willing to roll
up their sleeves (and / or tap into external
expertise for assistance) to develop robust
policies and procedures, that are meaningful universally and at site level, and can effect and sustain positive change.
These policies and procedures must include:
1. job description for directors and officers, listing:
a. universal responsibilities (from the Act,
by-laws and codes)
b. site specific responsibilities (from the
corporation’s documents)
c. the performance expectations - what the
job does (the expected outcomes) and
how the job is done (the observable behaviours), for each responsibility listed
in (a) and (b) above
2. process for review and acknowledgement of performance expectations:

Role ambiguity
and lack of
accountability will
always contribute,
to a degree, to
undesirable outcomes
- dysfunctional
boards, or inefficient
operations, or high
management and
staff turnover
a. at time of election or appointment
b. annually thereafter
3. process for annual performance
evaluation including:
a. a simple tool for completing performance evaluation vis a vis the job description
b. a process for reviewing results and
agreeing on steps to be taken to close
performance gaps

4 process for communication to all
owners – will add value by:
a setting the bar higher for aspiring directors and officers
b. broadening owners’ understanding
of board obligations and providing
greater context for rules, decisions
and interactions
Property management companies, being
at the hub of the condominium industry
wheel, could take a leadership role in developing the “universal” portions of these
policies and procedures and in creating
templates that can be customized by boards
for their site.
However, in an industry in which rapid
and continuing growth drives priorities
and resource allocation, this may not
happen for some time.
Regardless of who does the work, the output would provide a roadmap for improved
overall performance for current and future boards, and it would set important
standards and boundaries for interactions
with owners, management, staff and contractors. C V
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COMMITTEE HIGHLIGHTS:

The CondoSTRENGTH
program, for directors, by
directors, is now available
coast to coast. Members of this
free program can now access
success stories and resources
from their counterparts across
our great nation!

Celebrate Canada’s 150
Anniversary this summer
with CCI by entering
the Great Canadian Photo
Contest!

FULL REPORT:

We are proud to announce that the program
developed by the Toronto & Area Chapter of
the Canadian Condominium Institute has been
embraced nationally and is now available coast
to coast! In the coming months, those who
register for the free For Directors, By Directors
program will be able to access success stories
and other resources contributed by condominium directors across Canada, as well as learn
about director networking gatherings taking
place across Canada. Here in the GTA, we were
pleased to have yet another maximum capacity
director networking event on February 8th in
North York. Directors gathered to discuss CHCH-CHANGES, sharing tips and experiences
on how to handle re-purposing amenities, Board
succession planning and cultural shifts in the
make-up of the community.

FULL REPORT:

The Communications Committee is getting ready
to celebrate our great nation’s 150th birthday this
summer! On page 58, you will find a sneak peak at
our Great Canadian Condo Contest - to be launched
soon. Be sure to have your camera handy when you
celebrate with your neighbours and enter our photo
contest for your chance to win a prize. The fun will
be had in print and on-line, so stay tuned!
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Membership Committee
CHAIR:

Vic Persaud

Chris Antipas Brian Antman
Ryan Griffiths
Brenda Hooper-Rowland
Doug King
		
MEMBERS:

COMMITTEE HIGHLIGHTS:

Condo Directors and Owners gain
valuable learning opportunities
through networking with our
Business Partner members!
FULL REPORT:

The Membership committee is pleased to announce
that a second annual Education Extravaganza
is planned for March 25th, at the Holiday Inn,
Yorkdale. This is a joint initiative with the Education Committee which offers the opportunity for
CCI-T directors to not only take both the Level 101
–Intro to Condos and Level 102 – Condo Governance courses on the same day, but combines their
learning with a small trade show and networking
luncheon with our Business Partner suppliers. A
win-win experience for members from within our
different membership categories!

Conference Committee
CO-CHAIRS:

MEMBERS:

Sally Thompson and
Robert Weinberg
Tania Haluk
Brian Horlick
Murray Johnson
Audrey McGuire
Catherine Murdock Robert Thackeray

COMMITTEE HIGHLIGHTS:

Mark your calendars for Friday
November 10th and Saturday
November 11th, 2017 for
the Annual Condominium
conference hosted by ACMO
and CCI-Toronto.
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FULL REPORT:

The 2017 Conference Committee members are
already hard at work planning for November’s
conference. If you have not done so already, please
mark your calendars now for Friday November
10th and Saturday November 11th to make sure
that you are a part of the nation’s largest condominium conference – taking place at the Toronto
Congress Centre. Watch for emails to members in
the coming months about information on sponsorship, exhibit space and delegate registration.
Updates will also be available online at:
www.condoconference.ca

Education Committee
CHAIR:

Tania Haluk

MEMBERS:

Joel Berkovitz
John DeVellis
Patrick Greco
Richard Pearlstein
Sally Thompson

Pam Boyce
Bob Girard
Nancy Longuiera
Bill Thompson

COMMITTEE HIGHLIGHTS:

Many hands will make
light work – the education
committee welcomes two
new members, Joel Berkovitz
and Patrick Greco!
FULL REPORT:

The CCI-T Education Committee is gearing up
for the implementation of new legislation and has
therefore expanded our volunteer committee roster
by two new members. Joining the committee are
Joel Berkovitz from Shibley Righton and Patrick
Greco from Miller Thomson. With their strong
legal backgrounds and enthusiasm for educating
condo directors, both Joel and Patrick will be
assets to our existing team. For 35 years CCI has
been providing quality director education based on
local legislation, so a large undertaking lies ahead
as amended condo legislation is introduced and all
of our course materials are updated to reflect those
changes.
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CCI-T Welcomes New Members
Condominium
Corporation Members
DCECC # 0277
DCECC # 0279
HSCC # 0455
MTCC # 0952
MTCC # 0971
MTCC # 1286
PCC # 0043
PCC # 0092
PCC # 0368
PCC # 0411
Peterborough Condo
Corp # 0036
PSCC # 0887
PSCC # 0924
SSCC # 0308
TSCC # 1519
TSCC # 1596

TSCC # 1797
TSCC # 1940
TSCC # 2433
TSCC # 2447
TSCC # 2501
TSCC # 2531
TSCC # 2532
TSCC # 2534
TSCC # 2540
TSCC # 2543
YCC # 0180
YCC # 0339
YRSCC # 1119
YRSCC # 1222
YRSCC # 1323
YRSCC # 1325

Professional
Members:
Shane Haskell
Lionheart Property
Management Inc

Individual Members:
Milos Tosic

Colba.Net Telecom Inc.
Joseph Bassili

Condo Concierge Inc.
Justin Dyer
FirstOntario Credit
Union
Mo Mauri

Performance
Property
Management Inc
Mathew Rutherford
Business Partner
Pro Air Duct
Members:
Advantage Fitness Sales Inc. Cleaning Inc.
Don Skewis
Ian Doherty
Tony Knezeh
Peto MacCallum Limited

BuildingLink Canada
Nicholas Gill

+
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Audio Podcasts
Now Available!

Probe
Investigation
and Security
Services Ltd.
Igor Cuckovic

CV

Condovoice

Rainbow
International
Restoration Markham/
Richmond Hill/
Mississauga
Peter Sandica
The Roofers
Sean Talebi
Trinity Engineering
& Consulting Inc
Adrian Abramovic
Urban Garden
Allan Kling
Vital Safety Services Inc
Mark Fera

“CV Selfies”
– High-Flying Magazine!

LISTEN TO THE AUDIO PODCAST AT CONDOPODCASTS.CA

Inspired by Chris Jaglowitz
CONDOVOICE SPRING 2017
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Upcoming Events
Mark Your Calendars!

Education Extravaganza!
Level 101 & Level 102 Courses offered on
the same day with a mini trade show.
Breakfast, Lunch & coffee breaks included!
Holiday Inn Toronto Yorkdale
3450 Dufferin Street
Saturday, March 25, 2017
8:30 a.m. to 4:15 p.m.
Cost: $175.00 for Members,
$400 for Non-members plus HST
Spring Twitter Chat – The 420 Chat:
Marijuana & Condos
Thursday, April 20, 2017
12:00 p.m. to 1:00 p.m.
No Sign-Up Required
Just log into Your Twitter Account!
Level 200 Course – Condo Operations
Novotel Toronto Mississauga Centre
3670 Hurontario Street, Mississauga
Saturday, April 22, 2017
Administration & Insurance
Sunday, April 23, 2017
Maintaining Your Home & When & How
to Use Professionals
9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. both days
(Registration at 8:30 a.m.)
Cost: $295 for Members,
$395 for Non-Members plus HST
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Level 300 Course
Courtyard Toronto Downtown Marriott
475 Yonge Street
Tuesday May 9th, 16th, 23rd,
and 30th, 2017
7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. each evening
Cost: Each One-Night Session - $95 for
Members, $125 for Non-Members
plus HST
Register for all four(4) Nights and Save!
$295 for Members,
$395 for Non-Members plus HST
Networking Dinner and Seminar
“Demographics in Condos”
Courtyard Toronto Downtown Marriott
475 Yonge Street
Thursday, June 1, 2017
6:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
(Registration at 6:00 p.m.)
Cost: $75 for Members, $125 for
Non-Members – plus HST
Level 101 Course
Courtyard Toronto Downtown Marriott
475 Yonge Street
Tuesday, June 13, 2017
6:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.
Cost: $135 for Members,
$235 for Non-Members plus HST
For further course information or to
register online for upcoming events visit:
www.ccitoronto.org/Education
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NEWS
New Committee Member Profile:

Vénu Kälidoss

B.A. Arch, RCM

Vénu Kälidoss is an experienced property manager specializing in condominium management
with a background in project management and a
degree in Arts & Architecture. He has lived and
worked on three continents from start-ups to large
corporations bringing a well-rounded, unique perspective from a design realm to execution of construction projects
and management of residential corporations.
Vénu obtained the designation of a Registered Condominium Manager in the Province of Ontario and has since been an active member with the Association of Condominium Managers of Ontario
(ACMO). He is has been a member of ACMO’s awards committee
and an ACMO certified instructor. He is actively engaged in helping fellow managers with their ACMO courses. He has written
articles for the CM magazine and continues to be influential in
helping organize ongoing professional development and career
advancement committees at the company level.
Having lived in over 10 cities in three continents, Vénu is understanding of cultural sensitivities and applies his pluralistic knowledge to help with his professional and volunteer roles. Vénu has volunteered with several organizations as an advisor on infrastructure
and organizational needs. He is currently involved with Habitat for
Humanity and National Council of Indo-Canadians.
Vénu loves adventure, being spontaneous and the thrill of trying new challenges in life. He pushes the boundaries in exploring
vegetarianism. He is happily married and lives with his wife in
Mississauga.

New Committee Member Profile:

Pam Churchill

M.A.

Pam Churchill has a long history with condominiums. She and her husband purchased their
first home, a condo apartment, in the 70s; they
found it an ideal place to raise three children.
Later she and her husband were busy professionals who appreciated the conveniences that con	
  
dos offered. Retirement
brought a new phase and afforded Pam
an opportunity to pursue one of her priorities, the development
of a sense of community in her own corporation and beyond.
Pam’s strong streak of curiosity sent her briefly back to school
to augment her understanding of human behavior and organiza-

tions so she could bring a greater appreciation of community
engagement to her work. Today she is a member of the Board
at MTCC 595 and represents her corporation on the Yonge
Corridor Condo Association. She sits on committees in both
organizations where she draws on her work experience in
healthcare and, especially, her volunteer service with many
not-for-profit boards.
In her view condos are self-governing communities. That
means, while neighbourliness and a feeling of belonging are
important, healthy condo communities need engaged residents.
It also means that residents, board members and property managers must work together.
This is pioneering work and Pam welcomes the opportunities
that come with being a member of the CondoSTRENGTH
Committee where directors learn from one another. She believes that sharing knowledge and experience can be a pathway
to progress for all of us!

New Committee Member Profile:

John De Vellis

BA, M.I.R., LLB, Shibley Righton LLP

John De Vellis is a partner and a member of
the condominium law group at Shibley Righton
LLP. John is an experienced condominium lawyer. He acts for condo corporations throughout
south and southwestern Ontario on all aspects
of condominium law including compliance
and governance issues, general litigation including oppression
matters, employment and human rights disputes, construction
deficiency issues, arbitration of shared facilities disputes, and
commercial matters such as contract review and drafting, and
advice on loan agreements and re-financing.
John is a frequent contributor to condo industry publications and
has spoken and taught on a number of condo law topics, most recently at the 20th Annual ACMO-CCI-T Condominium Conference in November 2016.
John is excited to be joining the Education Committee as he
has always had a strong commitment to community involvement.  Throughout his career, John has volunteered his time as
a pro bono lawyer and guest instructor for, among others, the
Ontario Education Network, Humber College, Sheridan College, Osgoode Hall Law School, the Wellspring Long-Term
Disability and Employment Law Clinic, and Pro Bono Law
Ontario. He is also an experienced non-profit Board member,
having spent seven years as a Board member and Vice Chair
of a parent-run daycare.
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Looking for a quality management firm?

MAPLE RIDGE

Community Management
Tried Established in 1984, MRCM has served the industry for 32 years.
Tested MRCM is ACMO 2000 certified and are industry leaders and
innovators. As condominium specialists, MRCM offers a client-driven
approach while recognizing the complexities of each individual building
in our service delivery.

True

We are not affiliated with any developer or trade. Our single focus
is our client’s best interest, which we safeguard and protect at all times.

PROVEN

At MRCM we never forget that the communities we manage are places
people call home, and the service we have the honour of providing directly impacts
their quality of life and the appreciation of their property values.

5753 COOPERS AVE. MISSISSAUGA, ON L4Z 1R9 T 905-507-6726 1-855-507-6726 F 905-507-6722 W MRCM.CA
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As a member of a condominium board,
you strive to keep your building in optimal
condition through regular maintenance
and improvements. However, when it
comes to reserve fund studies and major
retrofits, you need to look beyond the
regular trusted trades, and hire a design
professional to help you with your building
envelope decisions. Selecting your design
professional can be a daunting task.
When it comes to ensuring the job is done
right, you should consider using a design
professional with a BSSO Designation, a
Building Science Specialist of Ontario.

Ensuring Confidence in your Design Professional: The BSSO Designation
BSSO holders have proven expertise in the field of building science, are bound
to the Code of Ethics and Standards of Conduct for BSSOs and are required
to further their education in the field each year. They have worked hard to
earn your trust – something you can rely on with confidence.
For more information on the Building Science Specialist of Ontario
designation, or to find a qualified BSSO visit obec.on.ca

OBEC Designation Ad#2-V3.indd 1

2016-03-14 3:55 PM

ComField

Property Management Services

Where Value and Community Count
Providing Property Management for:
• CONDOMINIUMS
• Residential
• Retail
• Commercial
• Industrial

• EQUITY
CO-OPERATIVES
• INVESTMENT
PROPERTIES

CONTACT: SUZANNE BOTNICK
Business Development Manager

Tel: 416.640.6730 x.119 • Fax: 416.932.9435
2171 Avenue Road, Suite 303, Toronto, Ontario M5M 4B4
suzanneb@cfdi.ca • www.comfield.ca
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1661 Colborne St
Brantford, On.
800-411-6311
Anne Griffiths
President
anne@ontarioplaygrounds.com

member

NEWS

CondoSTRENGTH
Networking Event
Special guest, CCI Toronto
President Sally Thompson,
with the featured directors
sharing stories and facilitating
discussion at the event.

On Wednesday, February 8, 2017, a CondoSTRENGTH director networking event was held in North York, focused on
the topic CH-CH-CHANGES. Directors gathered to share
their experiences with succession planning, re-purposing
space and building the spirit of community with new residents.

CONDOVOICE SPRING 2017
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CondoSTRENGTH

Networking Event

Laughs among fellow directors who
can relate to the adventures of being
on a condo board.

It is always interesting to learn about
the challenges and approaches used
by other boards to address common
issues.

CondoSTRENGTH - For Directors,
By Directors
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Twitter Chat Highlights

from our February 2, 2017 Twitter Chat
on Condo Vacation Disasters Featuring Guest Tweeters Tim Duggan, Maria Durdan and Chris Antipas

The #CondoChat capture is available for viewing at https://storify.com/CCIToronto/condochat-vacationdisasters. Our next Twitter chat will take place on April
20th at noon on the subject of Marijuana & Condos. Featured guest tweeters will include Chris Jaglowitz, Dean McCabe and Megan Molloy.

CCI Was
There!

On January 26th, 2017, the CCI
Toronto Board Members took part
in a team-building exercise during
the CCI Toronto Annual Board
Planning Session.

LEFT TO RIGHT:

Sue Langlois, Vic Persaud, Marc Bhalla, Sally
Thompson, Josée Lefebvre (Administrator),
Mario Deo, Bob Girard, and Brian Horlick
CONDOVOICE SPRING 2017
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SUMMA PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
PROFESSIONAL PROPERTY MANAGEMENT & CONSULTING
“Your property deserves personal attention and service.”
• Professional Condominium Property Management with
attention to detail.
• Superior Service and a commitment to quality property
management.
• We take pride in managing your property.

CALL 647-341-7990

propman@summapm.com • www.summapm.com
Have questions about property management?

www.askapropertymanager.net

When experience and quality count!
REIC/ICI

2016
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Alphabet Soup
In an effort to help condo directors navigate their way through finding qualified industry professionals to work with, CCI
presents Alphabet Soup, a quarterly column to help directors make meaning of what the letters for various industry
designations mean. This article will focus on the acronyms relating to proposed new Condominium Legislation in Ontario.

Acronyms
Worth
Knowing

(relating to proposed
new Condominium
Legislation in Ontario)

AAs: Administrative Authorities
Under the new legislation, two AAs or
Administrative Authorities will be created; the Condominium Authority Office
and the Condominium Management Licensing Authority.
CAO: Condominium Authority Office
The CAO will handle functions under
the amended Act relating to matters such
as education for directors, administering
a registry of and data about condomini-

um corporations and dispute resolution.
CMLA: Condominium Management
Licencing Authority
The CMLA will be responsible for the
licensing and regulation of condominium
property managers.
CMSA: Condominium Management
Services Act
One of the two statutes covered under
Bill 106. It deals primarily with the li-

censing and regulation of condominium
property managers.
PCM: Principal Condominium
Manager
As part of the condominium management provider licence application, a
principal condominium manager working for the applying organization must
be identified. The PCM must hold a general licence and must have successfully
completed educational requirements for
a PCM, if any, as specified by the Minister or registrar.
POCA: Protecting Condominium
Owners Act
One of the two statutes covered under
Bill 106. It significantly and dramatically amends much of the Condominium
Act, 1998. C V
CONDOVOICE SPRING 2017
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ILLUSTRATION BY JASON SCHNEIDER

As the Government of Ontario moves forth with new Condominium Legislation in Ontario, Bill 106, consisting of two
statutes - the Protecting Condominium Owners Act, 2015 and
the Condominium Services Act, 2015, will soon become law.
Within these statutes are many acronyms which will become
more commonly used.

CCI’s Great
Canadian
Condo Contest!
Watch for Details Coming Soon.

What Makes Your Community
The Great Canadian Condo?
Let us know for your chance to win!

This contest, open to all CCI condo
corporation members will run from early
April through to early August. You will
be able to upload your stories and
photos to share with us how your condo
community is celebrating Canada’s
150th Anniversary. There will be a
regional winner selected by each CCI
Chapter across Canada – and also a
grand prize winner, dubbed “The Great
Canadian Condo” selected from the
16 regional winners.

More details to follow – check the chapter website at: www.ccitoronto.org or watch for
updates in your email inbox!

+
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THE 420 CHAT:

Marijuana & Condos
LISTEN TO THE AUDIO PODCAST AT CONDOPODCASTS.CA
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Visit Us

ON SOCIAL MEDIA
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Our next #CondoChat is taking place on Thursday
April 20, 2017 (#420) from 12:00 pm to 1:00 pm
The way that marijuana is viewed in our society is changing as
are the laws that restrict its use. Between growing appreciation of the medicinal benefits “pot” offers and growing intolerance of the nuisance of smoke within condominium communities, many condos are finding themselves in a Catch-22. Join
us for a Twitter chat on April 20th to learn more about marijuana in condos and how best to approach it in your community.
Guest Tweeters:
Chris Jaglowitz @chrisjaglowitz
Megan Molloy @meganmolloy
Dean McCabe @deanmccabe

Court of Appeal Decisions
By Deborah A. Howden
BA, B.Ed, B.C.L., LL.B.
Shibley Righton LLP

Fixed Term Employees
Ontario’s Top Court Confirms Employers Must Proceed
with Caution When Hiring Fixed Term Employees

Boards sometimes consider fixed-term
contracts to be an effective way to hire a
worker on an interim basis without exposing the corporation to liability for notice,
or pay in lieu. Fixed term contracts are
employment agreements which terminate
at a future date when a specific term expires
– for example, on a predetermined date or
upon the completion of a particular project
or task.
However, corporations which terminate a
fixed term employee prior to the expiry of
the term may be liable to the worker for
several months’ salary in lieu of notice, even
if the worker finds a job very quickly after termination. In addition, the amounts
owing to the employee for notice could be
substantially more than two years’ of the
employee’s salary.
In Howard v. Benson Corp. Inc., a decision
released on April 21, 2016, the Ontario
Court of Appeal held that a 57 year old employee on a fixed term contract who had less
than 2 years’ service was entitled to over 3
years’ wages as a result of the termination
of his employment, without any duty to attempt to find alternate employment.
The decision is not significant because the
employer had to pay the worker damages
reflecting the balance of the contract – this

law was already fairly well-established in
Ontario. What is significant about the decision is that the fixed term contract had an
early termination clause which was found
by the lower court to be unenforceable,
and thus, when coupled with the Court of
Appeal’s finding that the employee had no
mitigation obligation, this created a financial obligation for the employer which appears disproportionate and far exceeds any
reasonable notice period at common law.
Background
In the Howard v. Benson case, the plaintiff
employee was hired for a five-year term.
Like so many other employment agreements, the contract had a termination provision which the employer believed allowed
it to terminate the contract early. This
clause provided that: “Employment may
be terminated at any time by the Employer
and any amounts paid to the Employee
shall be in accordance with the Employment Standards Act of Ontario.”
Twenty-three months into the work term,
with just over three years remaining under the contract, Mr. Howard was terminated without cause. The employer offered
him the minimum amount of pay in lieu of
notice under the Employment Standards
Act, 2000 (the “ESA”), being two weeks’
pay. Rather than accepting the two weeks’

pay in lieu of notice, Mr. Howard sued his
employer for wrongful dismissal, seeking
damages equal to the salary he would have
received during the remainder of his employment contract.
The motions judge found that the termination clause was ambiguous, in that it did not
indicate whether the “amounts” referred to
in the clause also included benefits during
the notice period. As such, the lower court
ruled the termination clause was unenforceable and the employee was entitled to
reasonable notice of termination at common law. However, the employee was under
an obligation to attempt to seek out comparable work to mitigate his damages The
employee appealed the finding.
On appeal, the Court of Appeal ruled that
the employer was liable for damages in an
amount equal to the unexpired term of the
employment contract, being 37 months. It
also found that the employee was not subject to any duty to mitigate, as the employment agreement did not expressly require
him to mitigate the damages.
The Supreme Court of Canada denied the
employer leave to appeal. Thus, in the end,
the employer’s liability for the termination
ballooned from an expected two weeks’ pay
under the ESA to over three years’ termiCONDOVOICE SPRING 2017
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nation pay, not to mention the legal costs
incurred in the lawsuit, which were not insignificant.
Lessons for Condo Corporations
This case is sobering for corporations with fixed
term employees.
Though there is no absolute upper limit (often referred to as a ‘cap’) on what constitutes
reasonable notice in any given case, generally only in very exceptional circumstances
will an employee be entitled to notice, or
pay in lieu of notice, in excess of two years.
Thus, even though the employer intended to
limit its liability on termination by implementing an employment agreement with
an early termination clause, the fixed term
contract actually created greater liability
for the employer. That is, the employer
would have been better off had it simply
hired the employee on an indefinite basis.
When considering hiring a fixed-term
employee, here are some points to keep in
mind:
1. is a fixed-term contract really necessary? In some cases, it is preferable
for the corporation to hire workers on
an indefinite basis, with a written employment agreement containing a solid

Employment may be
terminated at any time
by the Employer and
any amounts paid to
the Employee shall be
in accordance with the
Employment Standards
Act of Ontario
termination clause that limits notice of
termination to the minimum under the
ESA.
2. if a fixed term contract is indeed necessary, the corporation should ensure the
term is as short as possible, and ideally
less than 12 months. Many property
managers and directors are unaware
that, under Ontario regulations, where
a fixed-term employment contract exceeds 12 months, or where employment
ends before the end of the term, or where
the term is extended more than 90 days
after the original end date, the employee
will be entitled to statutory notice of termination.
3. the corporation should ensure the writ-

ten employment agreement confirms
the employment is for a fixed term together with confirmation that, at the
end of the term, the employee will not
be entitled to statutory or common law
notice of termination of employment.
4. whether or not the employee is hired on
a fixed term or indefinite basis, a properly-worded termination clause in the
employment agreement is crucial. Any
vague or uncertain language will not
be upheld by the courts, and the corporation could consequently be liable for
damages in an amount far greater than
under the ESA or, in some cases, far
greater than the common law reasonable notice period. To be enforceable,
the early termination clause in fixed
term contracts must be in language that
is plain, clear, concise, and unequivocal.
5. the employment contract should contain
an express mitigation obligation.
Condo corporations can avoid the unintended consequences of hiring fixed-term
workers if they ensure their written employment contracts comply with the best
practices outlined above before they hire
prospective workers. To do otherwise
would be risky, with significant potential
liability. C V
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Timely ideas, insight, inspiration
and information of particular
interest to condominium owners

Condo
Etiquette
Condo Etiquette is a regular
Condovoice feature whereby
condo residents, owners and
directors can share their
thoughts on a variety of
common (or not so common!)
condo etiquette situations. For
this issue, we asked readers:

Our Favourite Social Events:
What is your favourite condominium community
social event and why?
1. Annual barbeque
Give unit owners a chance to get together socially and to share their food – our
event is potluck. We always have it the
evening after our AGM so there is no tension or stress. – Susan R.
2. Year-End Holiday Party
My favourite condo community event is
the year-end holiday party. This get together gives all our fellow condo dwellers the opportunity to meet and greet
each other in a semi-formal or formal
gathering in the spirit of one big family.

Considering the busy schedule of people
I think everyone must attempt to attend
this event, feel happy and meet the fellow
condo dwellers and endeavor to foster
friendship, harmony and joy and enjoy
condo dwelling life to the fullest.
– Ben S.
3. I Don’t Have One
I do not have a favourite social event at my
condo as I am not that interested in socializing with my neighbours. Don’t get
me wrong, I exchange friendly greetings
in passing, hold elevators and stuff but

am not that into becoming “buddy buddy” with everyone as I worry it will wind
up with people knocking on my door or
interfering with me living my life.		
– Anonymous
4. Red Red Wine ...
My favourite social events are the ones
where they have wine. 		
– Harry B.
5. Events That Include Everyone
I think that the best events at my condo
are the ones that involve everyone. Fireside chats, wine and cheeses, etc. can get
boring and cater more to certain groups
within the community. We have an annual Halloween gathering that welcomes
kids and grown-ups. I like it because it
has something for everyone.
– Anonymous

While we appreciate your contribution, we regrettably cannot offer any guarantees that your submission will be published in view of volume limitations.
The publication of submissions is at the sole discretion of CCI Toronto’s Communications Committee and your submission of the content provided above is
considered to be your full and final release of any ownership rights thereof. Please contact info@ccitoronto.org with any questions or concerns.
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EXPERTS IN THE
BUILT AND NATURAL
ENVIRONMENT
BUILDINGS
u
u
u
u
u
u
u

Investigations/Condition Surveys
Structural, Mechanical & Electrical Engineering
Repair/Restoration Consulting
Energy Efficiency/Sustainability Consulting
Performance Audits
Reserve Fund Studies
Building Deficiency Claims

MUNICIPAL INFRASTRUCTURE
ENVIRONMENT
INDUSTRIAL & ENERGY
TRANSPORTATION

www.wspgroup.com

ENGINEERING A WORLD OF POSSIBILITIES
Toronto
Markham
Burlington
Barrie
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Cambridge
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Ottawa
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Peterborough
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Cornwall
Thunder Bay

705-743-6850
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807-625-6700
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By Nazmal Kanji,
Condo Service Property Management

Importance of Communication
in Condominium Corporations
Why Can’t We Communicate Effectively Within our Condominium Community?
sidetracked by the opinion of others. What
some owners do not realize is that one of
the highest priorities for board members
should be to ensure that condominium corporations are not neglected while working
collaboratively with the corporation’s staff
and looking out for the best interest of all
the owners. Most owners don’t realize how
much behind the scenes work is involved to
help save costs for the corporation.

The position of being a condo board director is typically a volunteer position with
expectations that can far exceed full time
paid positions. In addition to this, there is
also a responsibility to make decisions that
are in the best interest of the entire community without impacting the livelihood
of the owners. To add to this, there is also
a risk of being liable for questionable decisions, or decisions made without incurring

the cost of professional guidance.
There can be immense pressure on board
members to keep costs down while improving services. Board members are
often confronted by owners in corridors,
elevators, while grocery shopping, etc. I
can say this with confidence because it has
happened to me! No matter what positive
changes are made in a condominium corporation, there will always be someone
who is not happy. Chances are those unhappy people go around saying things to
other owners in the community that may
not be accurate or are misleading.
Communication is an effective way to educate residents and can give them the tools
to think for themselves rather than getting

The board is there to govern, and property
management is in place to implement. Directors give up their time for the greater
good. In return, they can find themselves
defamed, abused and even harassed by
owners who are not even sure as to what
the role of the directors entail.
Communication challenges come in many
CONDOVOICE SPRING 2017
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ILLUSTRATION BY JASON SCHNEIDER

Condo directors often get the short end of
the stick when dealing with issues relating
to communicating effectively. Communication challenges can take place in many
forms and often end up with the perception that Boards and Property Management are working together and no one is
representing the owners.

The challenge is that while the board in my
corporation did everything it could to be
transparent, owners were not finding out
what was happening. What I find lacking
in condominium corporations is communication and education. While notices go up
saying that maintenance will be done, how
many notices go up addressing challenges
that owners have? How many notices go up
which outline the responsibilities of Board
Members? There is often a serious disconnect between expectations of board members
and what the board is responsible for doing.

forms, and in almost every case they impact the relationship between the board
and residents. Whether it is challenges with
contractors or residents not being notified
of issues or boards not agreeing on what
needs to be done. The frustration will always be with the residents.
The world is changing. Today anything
that happens at home can become known
all over the world almost instantly. So why
is it that we cannot communicate effectively
within our condominium community?

There can be great transiency within communities – both those who make it up and
those who serve it - I can tell you that if you
do not want all your efforts to go to waste,
then it is important to implement sustainable solutions relating to communication.
The implementation of sustainable solutions will hold future boards and management companies accountable for not communicating. However, in order to achieve
this you have to sustain a solution first.
You need to choose communication as your

fight and make sure that it happens for a
prolonged period of time, so that future
boards and property management companies have no choice but to ensure that effective communication continues to take place.
Where does all the email correspondence
go when board members or management
companies change? All that information in
many cases ends up getting lost. I can also
tell you from experience, correspondence
relating to different suites is not always
filed within the corporations archives.
This continues to add to the frustration
that residents are already feeling as they
have to constantly repeat themselves because there are no processes in place to
ensure continuity. As a result, the hostility
between condo boards and residents continues to intensify.
When interviewing property management
companies, do boards put any weight on
communication? Do management companies advertise how effective they are with
communication? If the answer to these
questions are “No”, then challenges will
continue for boards that have every intention of being transparent, but have no support in achieving this objective.
Every condominium building will get
old and every condominium building will
need to do extensive repairs at some point.
Through effective communication, condo
boards can be transparent and work in
partnership with residents and property
management on taking care of their homes.
Boards are there to represent the owners.
With the right partnerships in place, they
can be very effective. Take the time to
get to know the people in your building,
ask them what their concerns are and feel
free to engage them in conversation. Do
not be confrontational. Be humble, honest
and hard working so that when people
engage you in conversation they do not
do it out of obligation but out of respect
and admiration.
Always remember that directors represent
the owners and property management
must facilitate a positive relationship between you as a board member and the residents in the building.
Good luck! C V
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By Steve Ilkiw
Founder & Principal, CondoHive

A
Q
An Interview with Leslie
Groer and Wayne Copeland
of Lawrence Park Condos
Director Q&A provides a glimpse into the
perspective of a condo director to provide insight on how challenges, large or small, are
overcome. Owners, directors, management to
service providers will benefit from these candid conversations. Recently, we sat down with
Leslie Groer and Wayne Copeland of Lawrence Park Condos to discuss their board experiences highlighted by a recently completed
Kitec replacement project.
Steve: What sparked your interest to
serve as a director for your condo?
Wayne: I’ve been a community activist for

my whole life since I was young. I’ve been
heavily involved in sports and different
community activities. It was natural for
me to be interested in what the community
does, so getting involved was a pretty easy
decision.
Leslie: I’ve lived at Lawrence Park Condos going on a decade now and I got up at
at least three AGMs and suggested that
we get a website for the condo. So, finally, when one of our directors, the former
president, was leaving, he suggested that
maybe I run. Also, professionally, I’ve been
involved in complex collaborative groups

before, so this seemed like a reasonable
place to try and have some influence.
Steve: What’s been the highlight of your
experiences on the board?
Leslie: First, I did get a website going.
We also undertook some very big projects
since I got on the board. This included
renovations of the hallways, of the lobbies
and the Kitec replacement.
Wayne: I think the redecoration of the
facility has been the highlight for me. The
challenge of doing it, it has its peaks and

Leslie Groer

Wayne Copeland

BOARD POSITION:

BOARD POSITION:

JOINED BOARD:

JOINED BOARD:

DAY JOB:

DAY JOB:

President

2013

Researcher.
PhD in Particle Physics,
Fellow at U of T

Vice President
2009

Business Owner,
Data On The Spot
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valleys, for sure. I think the outcome is
extremely good. I think the building is
probably one of the best in the area and I
think it comes from a pretty good job done
through redecorating.
Steve: What’s the most challenging aspect of being on the board?
Wayne: The most challenging aspect
of the board is consensus building. As a
board member, you are compelled to do
the right thing for the community. But
at the same time, you want your community to be involved in the decisionmaking.
Leslie: I would add that we went through
some property management changes; not
the management company, but the people
involved. The on-site manager retired af-
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ter nearly a decade so integrating a new
manager into projects had its challenges.
Also, I think the big thing that I always
come back to is communication. So, I think
we could have done better; as a Board, as a
corporation, communicating to our community. And it wasn’t so much what we
communicated, but when we communicated to them.
Steve: As far as communicating, what is
the obstacle that gets in the way?
Leslie: It takes a while to get to decisions
that are final and ratified. So, you tend to
hesitate to put out too much information
until things are settled. Then there’s a
tendency that once the decision’s made,
you’re on to doing other things, and tend
to forget, ‘Oh, maybe we should tell people
what you’ve just done.’

Wayne: I believe that our former manager really instilled in us the board’s
responsibility to make decisions. That’s
why you’re the Board. It’s very difficult
in a board to get a consensus from the
entire community. In fact, I don’t think
it’s possible to get a consensus. So, if you
keep going back to the community to
get a consensus, then you’re never really
moving forward.
Steve: What’s your view on working with
management?
Leslie: We have a good relationship
with management. We had a few challenges when I first joined the board.
They, subsequently, have been smoothed
out. There’s a general challenge of condo
corporations that we don’t have a CEO,
which we’d have in a regular corpora-

condominium

owners
tion. Our clients are our owners. It’s like
a snake eating it’s own tail.
Steve: What advice would you give to
someone who’s considering becoming a
director?
Wayne: The one bit of advice I would
give to people is to separate their board
life from their community life and don’t
mix with them, including your spouse.
They’re a board member, so what happens in the boardroom stays in the boardroom. They’re not entitled to take that
elsewhere to discuss, I would emphasize
that to them.
Leslie: Yes, I agree with that. I would
also say you have to be willing to work on
consensus-building within the board and
with what you’re trying to get done. Just
taking the time to get the education, make
use of the facilities out there that help you
learn ... What is your role? Responsibilities? What are the things the board should
be undertaking? What should be done by
management? It’s like trying to make sure
you understand where those divides are
and making things happen within there.
The educational condo classes provided by
the CCI are very useful for getting a new
director up to speed.
Steve: If you could say one thing to the
residents and owners, what would that be?
Leslie: Just be patient with the process.
We like having a lot of the input, it helps
us understand where we’re going. You’ve
got to realize, you’re living in a community. There’s going to be a lot of opinions
and there are no decisions that don’t have
ramifications beyond your own personal
views. So, there are things you are going to have to accept about living in this
sort of community lifestyle that you may
not like.
Wayne: I would say be respectful that we
are in a communal neighborhood. Lots of

As a board
member, you are
compelled to do
the right thing
for the community.
But at the same
time, you want
your community
to be involved
in the decisionmaking.

the things that you would do you in your
home are different than you can do when
you live within a small, confined community. I think people forget about that.
You opted for communal living, which
is neighbours and smells. It’s what you
bought into.
Steve: Kitec was a popular plumbing material that replaced traditional piping that
was used in the late 1990s and early 2000s.
Aspects of Kitec started failing earlier
than expected and people have been forced
to replace their piping decades earlier than
planned. Let’s talk about your Kitec solution. Can you talk about the problem and
your journey?
Wayne: Personally, it has been a real challenge for me to go down the Kitec path and
the tipping point was when our engineers
said it could be catastrophic if the lines
erupted. I have a lot of friends in the condo
community and I learned through conversations that the entire lakeshore area
in Toronto hadn’t done one thing about

Kitec. They hadn’t spent one penny. So
why should we?
So should we replace the lines or shouldn’t
we? I struggled with it and without a
professional background in this area it
becomes that much more challenging.
Plus, I will always be suspicious when
we’re told by any service provider to undertake a project of this scale.. There is
so much money being made at this game,
so I wanted to challenge it.
In the end, I was 100% behind with what
we did, and I’m glad, today, that we can
say we’ve changed all the piping. It’s done.
We’re finished.
Leslie: I wasn’t as doubtful that we were
going to change the Kitec piping as Wayne
was. An open question in my mind with
the project was, “How are we going to do
it? How do we fund it?”
We had a major leak in one of our units
just a few doors down from my unit where
the person was out for five months while it
was being repaired. They had over a foot of
water in their space ... In a span of twenty
minutes at 2:00 a.m.
Even after our project began, we had another unit where the same thing happened.
So, we had, at least, two catastrophic failures plus prior to that, we had over a dozen
smaller leaks that were starting in different parts of the building.
The thing that helped us set the course of
the project was our property management company Goldview set us on the
right path. They He helped us identify
that the hot water recirculation lines
were the places where we were finding
the most leaks and ruptures. That’s a
common element line because it’s the one
that’s in your unit, but it’s not for your
purpose. It allows the hot water to recirculate in the building. Because of the
pressure, the heat and the movement, that
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tends to be area that ages more quickly as
far as the Kitec is concerned.

‘How much are we spending? And how
are we going to pay for it?’

Steve: What are your expectations with
the class action lawsuit for Kitec users?

It helped early on that as a board and as
management to say, ‘We are taking this on
as a common element project because it’s
affecting everybody. It is affecting common elements aspects of the building.’ So,
we started funding into the reserves. The
project went on for close to three years
from when it started to when we actually
completed the project.

Leslie: Beyond costs, this is one of the
more invasive projects we’re doing because you’re going into peoples’ homes
and cutting up their walls.

Leslie: Our expectation is that we’ll get
zero. If anything comes back, it’s gravy,
at this point. We’re filling out the paperwork. If we get something back, fantastic!
You know, we’ll have a pizza party and
that’s probably all we’ll get out of it.

Wayne: Then, the challenge was on how
to finance it. There are people here who’d
say, ‘Give me the chequebook. How much
is it? I’ll write a cheque.’ Yet, someone
else on a limited income says, ‘Oh my
goodness, how am I going to pay for this?
I don’t have the money to pay for this.’
Our management company helped with
this and did a good job by coming to an
owners’ meeting. They were instrumental at settling people’s nerves about
the finances. Ultimately, that’s the only
thing that people care about is, ‘How
much money is this going to cost me?’

The company that did the project was
very good and they had a presentation for
each of the condo’s buildings. They had
details about which walls were being cut
into and what we’re going to need to do
as owners.
Again, just going back to our management company, they put on a full time
project manager who is now our on-site
manager. She was here for the whole project. She was a godsend, because 99.9%
of the issues, the board didn’t even hear
about it. She was there to make sure that
she coordinated between the residents,
between the engineering with the plumbing company and just kept them going.
She would be walking around with a
stack of papers every day, making sure
she had everything on track.

Electricity Guru
Hey man, did u know Suite
Metering can reduce electricity
costs by 30%??

What are we gonna do with all
these savings!!?
IDK, buy more pizza?

1-866-836-3837
info@prioritymeter.com
prioritymeter.com
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Submetering. Good For You.

Steve: Anything that you want to share
with others about your board experience?
Wayne: I think our board has been engaged in a very challenging period of time.
For as long as I’ve been involved, I believe
that everything is very well run. I think
our community is excellent and the value
of our units is way up. We’re in a great
area and there’s nobody who’s going to
build around us. This is a pretty sweet spot
between Young Street and Lawrence Avenue. I think we’re well run.
Leslie: Being a board member is definitely a rewarding and sometimes frustrating
experience. However, it’s definitely worthwhile in the end. C V
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For Clothes Dryer Fire Prevention – duct cleaning does
not meet the requirements...and cleaning your lint trap
is not enough.
Only DRYERFIGHTERS has the Experience to Service
your Dryers for Appliance Manufacturer and OFM
Prescribed Interior Dryer Cleaning for Fire Prevention.
We’ve cleaned over 200,000 Clothes Dryers and ducts
in the Ontario Condominium Market.
Dryer Fires are Real – Firefighters know it, your Dryer
Manufacturer knows it – your Insurer knows it – You
Should know it too.

BULK SERVICE AT THE BEST PRICE!
(905) 455-2203 / info@dryerfightersinc.com
www.dryerfightersinc.com
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The Last Word
By Brian Horlick
B.Comm., B.C.L., LL.B., ACCI, FCCI
Horlick Levitt Di Lella LLP
and Luis A. Hernandez
B.A., J.D.
Horlick Levitt Di Lella LLP

Airbnbs – Sharing
is Caring, or is it?
Are our homes rapidly becoming
unregulated hotels?
The future is here and it feels like it happened all of a sudden. You can have your
groceries and alcohol delivered to your
home, you can order a car to the location
on your phone, and you can send money to
your friends by e-mail. These technological
changes have disrupted the way business has
been traditionally conducted and sharing is
now the “in” thing in 2017.

ILLUSTRATION BY JASON SCHNEIDER

Airbnb, a leader in a growing market of
“sharing services”, has been a blessing to
many and curse to others. Airbnb uses an internet platform to provide, as they describe,
a “marketplace for people to list, discover,
and book unique accommodations around
the world”. In other words, it allows people
to monetize their extra space by using it in a
hotel-like fashion.
Those who see Airbnb as a blessing can range
from the occasional snowbirds looking to
make an extra dollar while they are on vacation to the savvy investor who sees a lucrative
business opportunity. Those who see it as a
curse tend to be resident owners in condominiums who are finding that their homes
are rapidly becoming unregulated hotels.
As a consumer, the appeal of staying in a
condominium instead of a hotel is not hard
to figure out. The advantages can be plen72
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tiful including larger living spaces, access
to amenities such as kitchens and laundry
facilities, and, of course, they often end up
being more affordable. Services like Airbnb
have changed the hospitality industry and
created new opportunities for many while
leaving others – namely residents in condos
– bearing the consequences.
So what do we do now that Airbnb is here?
For those currently looking to buy, do your
homework and research the condo before
making a purchase. Buyers beware: many
new condos have provisions in their declarations that explicitly permit units to be
used for transient tenancy services. That
being said, numerous condos have provisions – such as “single family” use provisions
– which in effect forbid the use of units for
transient tenancies i.e. Airbnb.
For those already living in condos with no
clear cut lines regarding Airbnbs, it is important that communities arrive at a consensus of how their condos should be managed. There is likely never to be unanimous
agreement, but ideally a majority opinion
can emerge. One of the first, and most important, decisions that a condo community
must make is whether they are willing to
tolerate Airbnbs at all, and if they are, how
should they regulate them?

Declarations and by-laws are notoriously
difficult to change so condos whose governing documents do not address transient
tenancies are able to impose regulation by
introducing rules. Unfortunately, rules do
not provide for a perfect solution because of
how easy it is to implement or repeal them
(rules do not require approval by a majority
of owners). Moreover, rules made by condo
corporations must be reasonable, which often means allowing for temporary grandfathering of individuals already using their
units for Airbnb.
If a condo chooses to regulate Airbnbs – as
opposed to outright prohibiting them –
there are several concerns that should be
considered. Typical provisions in regulatory
rules should include requiring the owner to
have commercial insurance for the unit, requiring the owner to supply the corporation
with their guests’ identities, limiting guest
access to certain amenities such as visitor
parking, and regulating the use of cleaning
staff and their equipment such as carts.
Realistically, Airbnbs and the sharing economy appear to be here to stay. Condos need
to be aware of the options available to them
and remain cognizant that these are issues
which should be addressed proactively, not
reactively. C V
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